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1. Introduction
In [24] (see also [25]) the class CRL of Church–Rosser languages was introduced.
A language L⊆∗ is called a Church–Rosser language, if it consists of those strings
w∈∗ that, placed into the context t1wt2 of certain auxiliary strings t1 and t2, reduce to
a certain 5nal ‘accepting’ symbol with respect to a 5nite, length-reducing and con6uent
string-rewriting system. Apart from the 5nal symbol and the symbols occurring in the
context strings t1 and t2, also other non-terminal symbols are allowed in this de5nition.
An essential observation in relation to this de5nition is the fact that, although the
rewriting process with respect to the string-rewriting system considered is inherently
non-deterministic, the con6uence of the system ensures that each reduction sequence
will lead to the same result. And indeed, it has been observed that the class CRL of
Church–Rosser languages can be interpreted as the deterministic variant of the class
GCSL of growing context-sensitive languages [8,27].
As the string-rewriting system is the central part in the de5nition of a Church–Rosser
language, it is only natural to ask for the in6uence of the various restrictions that are
placed on these string-rewriting systems on the languages that are de5ned in this way.
Here we present a detailed study of the language classes that are obtained by admit-
ting other classes of 5nite string-rewriting systems in the de5nition. To honour Robert
McNaughton’s original contribution to this development we call the resulting families
of languages McNaughton families. It is shown that the concept of McNaughton fam-
ilies is as powerful as the notion of Turing machine or the notion of phrase-structure
grammar. In fact the recursively enumerable languages are obtained as the largest
McNaughton family of languages. We address inclusion and non-inclusion results be-
tween the various McNaughton families, we consider closure and non-closure proper-
ties, and we discuss complexity issues for the membership problems. Many of these
issues are motivated by questions for the corresponding classes of string-rewriting
systems.
In fact, we consider two kinds of McNaughton families: Those de5ned by 5nite
(terminating) string-rewriting systems, and those de5ned by 5nite, terminating and
con6uent systems. As we will see the former correspond in some sense to non-
deterministic complexity and language classes, while the latter correspond to deter-
ministic complexity and language classes. The class GCSL of growing context-sensitive
languages, which will be characterized as a (non-con6uent) McNaughton family, will
play a special role in the hierarchy of McNaughton families, as it is related by
inclusion to every other family. Further, all the McNaughton families above GCSL
have well-known characterizations as complexity classes, while below GCSL the class
CFL of context-free languages is the only McNaughton family (apart from the class
CRL, of course) that has a well-known characterization in terms of grammars or
automata. In particular, some McNaughton families are obtained naturally that fall
between the class FIN of all 5nite languages and the class CFL of context-free
languages.
The paper is structured as follows. After establishing the concept of McNaughton
families in Section 2 we will show that the most general of these families coincide
with the class of recursively enumerable languages. Also the classes in the Grzegorczyk
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hierarchy above level two, the class of primitive-recursive languages and the classes P
and NP are described as McNaughton families.
In Section 3 we introduce various McNaughton families that are contained in the
class CSL of context-sensitive languages. We obtain characterizations for the class CSL
and the class DCSL of deterministic context-sensitive languages, and of course the
classes CRL and GCSL reappear in this context. In particular, we will consider those
McNaughton families of languages that are de5ned by 5nite string-rewriting systems
that are monadic or special. The monadic McNaughton family will be shown to coincide
with CFL, but surprisingly we have no characterization of the class DCFL of determinis-
tic context-free languages in terms of McNaughton families, as the McNaughton family
con-mon-McNL of languages that are de5ned by 5nite, monadic and con6uent string-
rewriting systems is a proper subclass of DCFL. The McNaughton families sp-McNL and
con-sp-McNL of languages de5ned by 5nite special string-rewriting systems that are
non-con6uent, respectively con6uent, are even incomparable to the class REG of regular
languages. However, by establishing a normal form for systems specifying languages
of the families con-sp-McNL and sp-McNL, we can at least show that each language
from the former family is Church–Rosser congruential, which is another notion intro-
duced in [24]. This section closes with a diagram summarizing the known inclusion
relations between the classes and families of languages discussed in the paper.
In Section 4 we investigate the closure and non-closure properties of the lower classes
of the hierarchy of McNaughton families. We will see that each McNaughton family is
closed under left- and right-derivatives, and obviously they are all closed under reversal,
too. On the other hand, the classes con-sp-McNL, sp-McNL and con-mon-McNL do not
seem to have many additional standard closure properties, as they are neither closed
under union, nor under intersection, nor under product, nor under -free morphisms,
to mention just a few. Also we show that for k¿1 the classes
⋃k con-sp-McNL and⋃k con-mon-McNL form strict hierarchies with respect to inclusion.
Finally, in Section 5 we address the complexity of the 5xed and general member-
ship problems for the McNaughton families con-sp-McNL, sp-McNL, con-mon-McNL
and mon-McNL. For the non-con6uent families these problems are LOG(CFL)-complete,
while for the con6uent families we obtain LOG(DCFL) as an upper bound only, and
the lower bounds obtained are much weaker. In the concluding section we will present
some open problems and point out some ideas for future research on the McNaughton
families of languages. Tables containing all the language families and classes discussed
can be found at the end of the paper.
2. Denitions and rst results
Let  denote a 5nite alphabet. Then ∗ is the set of all strings over  including
the empty string , and + is the set of all non-empty strings over . As usual |w|
denotes the length of the string w, and numerical exponents are used to abbreviate
strings, where w0 =  and wn+1 =wnw for all w∈∗ and n∈N.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of formal language and
automata theory. As our standard references concerning this 5eld we use the mono-
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graphs by Hopcroft and Ullman [18] and Harrison [15]. In addition to this classical
5eld of computer science we need some background from the theory of string-rewriting
systems.
A string-rewriting system on  is a set R of pairs of strings from ∗. Usually a pair
(‘; r)∈R is written as (‘→ r), and it is called a rewrite rule. By dom(R) we denote
the set dom(R) := {‘ | ∃r ∈∗ : (‘→ r)∈R} of all left-hand sides of rules of R, and
range(R) := {r | ∃‘∈∗ : (‘→ r)∈R} is the set of all right-hand sides.
The reduction relation →∗R on ∗ that is induced by R is the re6exive and transitive
closure of the single-step reduction relation
→R:= {(u‘v; urv) | (‘→ r) ∈ R; u; v ∈ ∗}:
For a string u∈∗, if there exists a string v such that u→R v holds, then u is called
reducible modulo R; v is a direct descendant of u, and u is an direct ancestor of v.
If such a string v does not exist, then u is called irreducible modulo R. By ∗R (u) we
denote the set of all descendants of u, that is, ∗R (u) := {v | u→∗R v}, ∇∗R (v) is the set
of all ancestors of v, that is, ∇∗R (v) := {u | u→∗R v}, and by IRR(R) we denote the set
of all irreducible strings modulo R. It is easily seen that IRR(R) is a regular language
for each 5nite string-rewriting system R. By ↔∗R we denote the Thue congruence on
∗ that is induced by R. It is the smallest equivalence relation on ∗ containing the
single-step reduction relation →R. For w∈∗; [w]R denotes the congruence class of
w modulo ↔∗R, that is, [w]R := {u∈∗ | u↔∗R w}:
Here we will be interested in certain restricted types of string-rewriting systems.
A string-rewriting system R is called
• terminating or noetherian if there is no in5nite sequence of reduction steps w→R w1
→R w2→R : : :,
• locally con>uent if, for all u; v; w∈∗; u→R v and u→R w imply that there exists
some z ∈∗ such that v→∗R z and w→∗R z hold,
• con>uent if, for all u; v; w∈∗; u→∗R v and u→∗R w imply that there exists some
z ∈∗ such that v→∗R z and w→∗R z hold, and
• convergent if it is both terminating and con6uent.
If reduction sequences are seen as computations, then the termination property expresses
the fact that each computation terminates after 5nitely many steps, and the con6uence
property expresses the fact that the resulting irreducible descendant of a given string
is unique, if it exists. Thus, for a convergent system R the set IRR(R) of irreducible
strings is a complete set of unique representatives for the Thue congruence ↔∗R.
For future reference we restate a technical characterization of local con6uence. This
characterization is based on the notion of critical pairs. Let R be a string-rewriting
system on . There are two kinds of critical pairs for R. First, if there are two rules
‘→ r and ‘′→ r′ in R such that ‘= x‘′y for some x; y∈∗, then the string ‘ can be
reduced by either of the two rules. The one rule yields the string r, the other yields
the string xr′y. If the system R is to be locally con6uent, then the strings r and xr′y
must have a common descendant. Accordingly, the pair (r; xr′y) is called a critical
pair of R. Secondly, if ‘= xy and ‘′=yz for some non-empty strings x; y; z ∈∗, then
the string xyz can be reduced by either rule: Replacing the left-hand side xy (= ‘) by
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r yields the string rz, and replacing the left-hand side yz (= ‘′) by r′ yields the string
xr′. Also the pair (rz; xr′) is a critical pair of R.
It can be shown that R is locally con6uent if and only if, for each critical pair (z; z′)
of R; z and z′ have a common descendant modulo R. In particular, if R has no critical
pairs at all, that is, if the left-hand sides of the rules of R do not overlap, then R is
locally con6uent. For additional information concerning these notions we refer to the
literature, where the monograph [5] serves as our main reference on string-rewriting
systems.
Finally we come to the main de5nition of this paper. It is a straightforward general-
ization of the de5nition of a Church–Rosser language (CRL) [24,25]. Let S be a class
of string-rewriting systems. Then S yields a family of languages L(S), which we call
the McNaughton family of languages speci5ed by S, and which we de5ne as follows.
A language L⊆∗ belongs to L(S), if there exist a 5nite alphabet  strictly contain-
ing , a 5nite string-rewriting system R∈S on , strings t1; t2 ∈ (r )∗ ∩ IRR(R),
and a letter Y ∈ (r )∩ IRR(R) such that, for all w∈∗, the following two state-
ments are equivalent:
(1) w∈L;
(2) t1wt2→∗R Y , that is, t1wt2 ∈∇∗R (Y ).
Here the symbols of  are terminals, while those of r  can be seen as non-
terminals. The language L is said to be speci?ed by the four-tuple (R; t1; t2; Y ). This
fact will be expressed as L :=L(R; t1; t2; Y ).
If S is the class of all 5nite string-rewriting systems, then the corresponding
McNaughton family of languages is denoted by McNL. By placing restrictions on the
5nite string-rewriting systems used we will obtain certain subfamilies of the fam-
ily McNL. Below we will see that the above notion is as powerful as the notion of
Turing machine or the notion of phrase-structure grammar. In fact for suOciently
large complexity classes C we will see that by restricting the derivation length of
the string-rewriting systems used by a function from C we obtain the complexity
class C. However, for more restricted string-rewriting systems we will obtain Mc-
Naughton families of languages which do not seem to coincide with Turing machine
time-complexity classes. A special case, for example, is the class CRL of Church–Rosser
languages [24].
Theorem 1. The family McNL coincides with the class of recursively enumerable
sets.
Proof. ‘⊆’: Let L⊆∗ be a language from the family McNL, let R be a 5nite string-
rewriting system on ), and let t1; t2 ∈ (r )∗ ∩ IRR(R) and Y ∈ (r )∩ IRR(R)
such that, for each w∈∗; w∈L iP t1wt2→∗R Y . Given a string w∈∗, a Turing
machine can systematically enumerate the set ∗R (t1wt2) of descendants of t1wt2 modulo
R. Now w is accepted, if and when Y is encountered. Thus, L is recursively enumerable.
‘⊇’: Let L⊆∗ be recursively enumerable. Then there exists a non-deterministic
single-tape Turing machine M := (Q;; q0; qa; ) such that L is the language accepted
by M . Here Q is the 5nite set of states,  ⊃ ∪{xy} is the tape alphabet, where
xy denotes the blank symbol, q0 ∈Q is the initial state, qa ∈Q is the unique halting
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(accepting) state, and
 ⊆ (Q r {qa})×  × (Q r {q0})×  × {left; right}
is the transition relation, that is, if (q; a; q′; c; move)∈ , then M can perform the
following actions if it is in state q seeing a in the actual tape square: Replace a
by c, move the head one step according to move∈{left; right}, and enter state q′.
As usual the con5gurations of M are encoded as strings from ∗ · Q · ∗ (see, e.g.,
[18]), and by M we express the single-step computation relation of M on the set of
con5gurations. Hence, for each w∈∗; w∈L if and only if M has a computation of
the form q0w M u1q1w1 M · · · M unqavn for some un; vn ∈∗; n¿1.
Let  :=Q∪∪ Q∪{c| ; $; #}, where Q := { Qa | a∈} is an alphabet in one-to-one
correspondence to . Here we assume that the four subalphabets of  displayed are
pairwise disjoint. Further, let R be the string-rewriting system consisting of the follow-
ing two groups of rules:
(a) Rules for simulating the Turing machine M :
qia → Qcqj if (qi; a; qj; c; right) ∈ ;
qi$ → Qcqj$ if (qi; xy; qj; c; right) ∈ ;
Qdqia → qjdc if (qi; a; qj; c; left) ∈ 
Qdqi$ → qjdc$ if (qi; xy; qj; c; left) ∈ 
c| qia → c| qjxyc if (qi; a; qj; c; left) ∈ ;
c| qi$ → c| qjxyc$ if (qi; xy; qj; c; left) ∈ :


for all Qd ∈ Q;
(b) Rules for erasing 5nal con5gurations of M :
qac → qa for all c ∈ ;
Qcqa$ → qa$ for all Qc ∈ Q;
c| qa$ → # :
Let t1 := c| q0; t2 := $, and Y := #.
Claim. t1wt2→∗R Y iP w∈L.
Proof. Observe that in the rules of the system R, the letters from Q are used to encode
the part of M ’s tape that is to the left of the actual head position, while the part of M ’s
tape that is to the right of the actual head position (including this position) is simply de-
scribed by the letters from . If w∈L, then there exists an accepting computation of the
form q0w M u1q1v1 M · · · M unqavn. Hence, c| q0w$→R c| Qu1q1v1$→R · · · →R c| Qunqavn$
→∗R c| qa$→ #, where − :∗→ Q∗ denotes the obvious morphism.
On the other hand, if c| q0w$→∗R #, then necessarily c| q0w$→∗R c| Quqav$ for some
u; v∈∗, and this reduction corresponds to an accepting computation of M , that is,
w∈L.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
It is easily veri5ed that the only overlaps between left-hand sides of rules of the
system R in the proof above result from transitions that are applicable to the same
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con5gurations. Thus, if the Turing machine M is deterministic, then the system R
constructed from M has no overlaps, that is, it is locally con6uent. In general, R will
not be terminating, but it can nevertheless be shown easily that R is con6uent in this
case.
By con-McNL we denote the McNaughton family of languages that are speci5ed by
5nite con6uent string-rewriting systems. As each recursively enumerable set is accepted
by some deterministic Turing machine, the observation above yields the following
consequence.
Corollary 2. The con>uent McNaughton family of languages con-McNL coincides
with the class of recursively enumerable sets.
Next we restrict our attention to those McNaughton families of languages for which
the string-rewriting systems used in the speci5cations have bounded reduction length.
Let R be a string-rewriting system on , and let w∈∗. Then rlR :∗→N∪{∞}
is the following function:
rlR(w) :=


max{m | ∃w0; w1; : : : ; wm ∈ ∗ :
w = w0 →R w1 →R · · · →R wm};
if such a maximum exists;
∞; otherwise:
Further, RlR :N→N∪{∞} is the following function:
RlR(n) := max{rlR(w) |w ∈ ∗; |w| = n}:
Observe that a 5nite system R is terminating iP RlR(N)⊆N holds.
The string-rewriting system R is called f-reduction bounded for a function f :N→
N, if RlR(n)6f(n) holds for all n∈N. For a class C of functions R is called
C-reduction bounded, if R is f-reduction bounded for some function f∈C.
For a function f :N→N we obtain the f-bounded McNaughton family of lan-
guages f-b-McNL and the con>uent f-bounded McNaughton family of languages
con-f-b-McNL by admitting only 5nite (con6uent) string-rewriting systems that are
f-reduction bounded. For a class C of functions, we obtain the McNaughton families
C-b-McNL and con-C-b-McNL in this way.
Let En denote the nth level of the Grzegorczyk hierarchy [14,31]. A language is
called En-decidable or an En-language if its characteristic function belongs to the class
En. Recall that for all n¿3, the class En is closed under exponentiation, which is the
main property on which the following result rests.
Theorem 3. For all n¿3; En-b-McNL= con-En-b-McNL= set of En-languages.
Proof. Let L∈ En-b-McNL. Then there exist a function f∈ En, an f-reduction bounded
string-rewriting system R, and strings t1; t2; Y such that, for all w∈∗; w∈L iP
t1wt2→∗R Y . Since R is f-reduction bounded, the reduction sequence t1wt2→∗R Y has
length m6f(|t1wt2|). Now a Turing machine can enumerate all reduction sequences
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starting with t1wt2, checking whether or not Y is obtained. Since f∈ En and n¿3, this
can be done by a machine that is En-time bounded. Hence, L is En-decidable.
If L is En-decidable, then there exist a function g∈ En and a deterministic single-tape
Turing machine M that decides membership of L with time bound g. As in the proof
of Theorem 1 this Turing machine can be simulated by a string-rewriting system.
We can assume without loss of generality that starting from an arbitrary con5guration
uqv; M will halt within at most g(|uv|) many steps [3,22]. Hence, the resulting string-
rewriting system is h-reduction bounded for some function h∈ En. In addition, it is
con6uent, which completes the proof of Theorem 3.
The class of primitive-recursive functions coincides with the union
⋃
n¿0 En. In par-
ticular, it is also a Turing machine time-complexity class. Thus, by using essentially the
same proof we obtain the following result, where prim-rec-McNL (con-prim-rec-
McNL) denotes the (con6uent) McNaughton family of languages that are bounded by
primitive-recursive functions.
Corollary 4. The families prim-rec-McNL and con-prim-rec-McNL coincide with
the class of primitive-recursive languages.
On the other hand it is known that a function f belongs to the Grzegorczyk class
E2 if and only if it can be computed by a deterministic Turing machine in polynomial
time. The proof of Theorem 3 can now be adopted to the case n=2, which yields the
following results.
Corollary 5.
(a) E2-b-McNL= NP.
(b) con-E2-b-McNL= P.
This result nicely illustrates the fact that con6uent McNaughton families correspond
to deterministic complexity or language classes, while non-con6uent McNaughton fam-
ilies correspond to non-deterministic complexity or language classes.
3. Subclasses of the context-sensitive languages
In this section we will see that the class CSL of context-sensitive languages coincides
with a particular McNaughton family of languages. In addition, we will present several
McNaughton families that are properly contained in the class CSL.
The non-increasing McNaughton family of languages non-in-McNL is obtained by
using the 5nite and terminating string-rewriting systems that are non-increasing in the
de5nition, and from the class of 5nite length-reducing string-rewriting systems we
obtain the length-reducing McNaughton family of languages lr-McNL. Here a string-
rewriting system R is called non-increasing if |‘|¿|r| holds for each rule (‘→ r)∈R,
and it is called length-reducing if |‘|¿|r| holds for each rule (‘→ r)∈R.
Instead of using the length of strings as the means to orient rules, we can also use a
weight-function. A function ’ :→N+ is called a weight-function. Its extension to ∗,
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which we will also denote by ’, is de5ned inductively by ’()= 0 and ’(wa)=’(w)+
’(a) for all w∈∗ and a∈. A particular weight-function is the length-function
| · | :→N+, which assigns each letter the weight (length) 1.
A string-rewriting system R is called non-weight-increasing if there exists a weight-
function ’ satisfying ’(‘)¿’(r) for each rule (‘→ r)∈R, and it is called weight-
reducing if there is a weight-function ’ satisfying ’(‘)¿’(r) for each rule (‘→ r)
∈R. By non-win-McNL we denote the non-weight-increasing McNaughton family,
which is de5ned by using the 5nite terminating string-rewriting systems that are non-
weight-increasing, and wr-McNL is the weight-reducing McNaughton family, which is
obtained from the 5nite weight-reducing string-rewriting systems.
By requiring in addition that the string-rewriting systems used are con6uent, we
obtain the McNaughton families con-non-win-McNL, con-wr-McNL, con-non-in-McNL
and con-lr-McNL.
Concerning the non-increasing and non-weight-increasing families, we have the fol-
lowing characterization.
Theorem 6.
(a) non-in-McNL= non-win-McNL= CSL.
(b) con-non-in-McNL= con-non-win-McNL= DCSL.
Proof. (a) If L⊆∗ belongs to the non-increasing McNaughton family, then there
exists a 5nite terminating string-rewriting system R such that
(1) ∀(‘→ r)∈R : |‘|¿|r|, and
(2) ∀w∈∗ :w∈L iP t1wt2→∗R Y .
Given a string w∈∗, a non-deterministic single-tape Turing machine can simply
guess the reduction sequence t1wt2→∗R Y . For simulating this sequence linear space
suOces, that is, L∈ NSPACE(n)= CSL.
If R is in addition con6uent, then a deterministic single-tape machine can compute
the left-most reduction sequence starting with t1wt2. This sequence ends with Y iP
w∈L. Hence, in this case L∈ DSPACE(n)= DCSL.
If L∈ CSL, then there exists a non-deterministic single-tape machine M that accepts
L with linear space. Without loss of generality we can assume that starting from an
arbitrary con5guration M halts without using additional space. As in the proof of
Theorem 1, M can be simulated by a string-rewriting system R. As M always halts,
R is terminating, and since M uses no extra space, R needs no rules for extending the
work space to the right or to the left beyond the border markers $ or c| , respectively,
that is, R can be chosen in such a way that all rules (‘→ r)∈R satisfy |‘|¿|r|. Hence,
L∈ non-in-McNL. If M is deterministic, then R is in addition con6uent.
Finally, let us consider the non-weight-increasing families. As every non-increasing
string-rewriting system is also non-weight-increasing, we only have to show that a
non-weight-increasing system R can be simulated by a Turing machine that is linearly
space bounded. Let cmax := max{’(a) | a∈}, where  is the underlying alphabet,
and ’ is the corresponding weight-function. For every non-empty input w we have
’(t1wt2)6cmax · |w| + ’(t1t2)6c · |w| for some constant c. Because the length of the
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longest possible string in a reduction sequence t1wt2→ ∗RY is less than or equal to c ·
|w|—the worst case may occur if min{’(a) | a∈} equals 1—the space bound remains
linear. Thus, non-win-McNL⊆ CSL and con-non-win-McNL⊆ DCSL, which completes the
proof.
A language L is growing context-sensitive if it is generated by a growing context-
sensitive grammar [11]. Here a grammar G=(N; T; P; S) is called growing context-
sensitive if |‘|¡|r| holds for each production (‘→ r)∈P satisfying ‘ = S. By GCSL
we denote the class of all growing context-sensitive languages. Although its de5nition
is rather restrictive, it has been shown that GCSL is a fairly interesting class of languages
[7]. In particular, a language is growing context-sensitive if and only if it is accepted
by some shrinking two-pushdown automaton [8].
The length- and weight-reducing McNaughton families can now be characterized as
follows.
Theorem 7. wr-McNL= lr-McNL= GCSL.
Proof. If L∈ GCSL, then L is accepted by some shrinking two-pushdown automaton M .
From M we obtain a weight-reducing string-rewriting system R simulating the compu-
tations of M . It follows that the L∈ wr-McNL (see [8] proof of Theorem 4.3).
The inclusion wr-McNL⊆ lr-McNL can be shown exactly as the inclusion GCRL⊆
con-lr-McNL is shown in [27], where GCRL denotes the class of generalized Church–
Rosser languages, which is just the family con-wr-McNL in our notation.
Finally, if L∈ lr-McNL, then from (R; t1; t2; Y ) we can construct a growing context-
sensitive grammar generating the language t1 ·L · t2, that is, t1 ·L · t2 ∈ GCSL. Since GCSL
is closed under the operation of removing border markers [7], this yields L ∈ GCSL.
Hence, wr-McNL= lr-McNL= GCSL.
By de5nition the classes con-lr-McNL and CRL coincide [24]. As shown in [27] also
the classes con-wr-McNL and con-lr-McNL coincide. Hence, we have the following
analogue to the above result.
Corollary 8. con-wr-McNL= con-lr-McNL= CRL.
It is known that the class CRL is incomparable to the class CFL of context-free
languages [8], while it contains the class DCFL of deterministic context-free languages
[24]. It is, however, still an open problem of whether or not CRL contains the class
UCFL of all unambiguous context-free languages.
Next we introduce further McNaughton families of languages by placing additional
restrictions on the string-rewriting systems that are used in their speci5cations.
A string-rewriting system R on  is called monadic if it is length-reducing and
if |r|61 holds for each rule (‘→ r) of R, and it is called special if it is length-
reducing, and the right-hand side of each rule is the empty string. Thus, the operation
of rewriting with respect to a special string-rewriting system is particularly simple, as
it just amounts to the deletion of factors.
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The special and the monadic McNaughton families are obtained by using the
5nite string-rewriting systems that are special, respectively monadic, in the de5nition.
These families are denoted by sp-McNL and mon-McNL, respectively. By requiring in
addition that the string-rewriting systems are con6uent, we obtain the con>uent special
McNaughton family con-sp-McNL and the con>uent monadic McNaughton family
con-mon-McNL.
As it turns out, the monadic McNaughton family coincides with a well-known lan-
guage class.
Theorem 9. mon-McNL= CFL.
Proof. Let L∈ mon-McNL be speci5ed by (R; t1; t2; Y ), where R is a 5nite monadic
string-rewriting system. In [6] Theorem 2.2 it is shown that the language ∇∗R (Y ) :=
{w |w→ ∗RY} is context-free, as R is monadic. Since the class of context-free languages
is closed under the operations of intersection with regular languages, left-derivatives
(t1(L) := {w | t1w∈L}) and right-derivatives (t2 (L) := {w |wt2 ∈L}), it follows that
the language L is context-free.
For proving the converse inclusion, let L be a context-free language, and let G :=
(N; T; P; S) be a context-free grammar in Chomsky normal form that generates the
language L. Thus, every production rule of G is either of the form A→BC or A→ a,
where A; B; C ∈N and a∈T . In addition, G contains the rule S→ , if ∈L(G) holds.
From G we construct a string-rewriting system R as follows:
R := {t1St2 → Y} ∪ {t1at2 → Y | (S → a) ∈ P; a ∈ T ∪ {}}
∪{BC → A | (A→ BC) ∈ P}
∪{bC → A | (A→ BC) and (B→ b) in P}
∪{Bc→ A | (A→ BC) and (C → c) in P}
∪{bc→ A | (A→ BC); (B→ b); and (C → c) in P}:
Here  :=N ∪T ∪{Y; t1; t2}, where Y , t1, and t2 are new symbols. Finally let  :=T .
Then the language L(R; t1; t2; Y ) coincides with L(G).
Obviously, con-mon-McNL⊆ mon-McNL holds. On the other hand, we have the fol-
lowing inclusion.
Theorem 10. REG⊆ con-mon-McNL⊆ DCFL.
Proof. The 5rst inclusion follows immediately from the proof of [24] Theorem 2.1,
where a deterministic 5nite-state automaton working from left to right is simulated by a
5nite, monadic and con6uent string-rewriting system. However, in order to demonstrate
the power of con6uent monadic systems we give an alternative proof based on the
characterization of the regular languages by monoids.
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Let (M; ◦) be a monoid, and let h be a morphism that maps  to M . Its extension
to ∗ is de5ned as usual. A language L⊆∗ is accepted by the monoid (M; ◦) if L
coincides with the set {w |w∈∗ and h(w)∈F} for some F ⊆M .
Let L⊆∗ be a regular language. Then there exist a 5nite monoid (M; ◦) and a set
F ⊆M that accepts L [1]. From M and F we construct a 5nite monadic string-rewriting
system R as follows:
R := {t1et2 → Y | e ∈ F} ∪ {t1t2 → Y | 1M ∈ F}
∪{t1at2 → Y | a ∈  and h(a) ∈ F}
∪{ab→ g | a; b ∈  and h(a) ◦ h(b) = g}
∪{af → g | a ∈ ; f ∈ M and h(a) ◦ f = g}
∪{eb→ g | b ∈ ; e ∈ M and e ◦ h(b) = g}
∪{ef → g | e; f ∈ M and e ◦ f = g};
where 1M is the identity element of (M; ◦), and  :=∪M ∪{Y; t1; t2}. Here we assume
that  and M are disjoint sets, and that Y , t1, and t2 are three new symbols. It is easily
seen that R is con6uent, and that (R; t1; t2; Y ) speci5es the language L. Hence, L belongs
to the family con-mon-McNL, that is, REG⊆ con-mon-McNL.
To prove the second inclusion let L∈ con-mon-McNL, that is, there exists a 5nite,
con6uent and monadic string-rewriting system R such that, for all w∈∗; w∈L iP
t1wt2→∗R Y . Thus, t1 · L · t2 = [Y ]R ∩ t1 · ∗ · t2. By [6] Theorem 3.9, [Y ]R ∈ DCFL, and
so t1 · L · t2 ∈ DCFL. It follows that L∈ DCFL.
Actually these inclusions are proper as we will see in the following.
Theorem 11. con-mon-McNL ( DCFL.
Proof. Consider the language L := {canbn | n¿1}∪ {danb2n | n¿1}, which is determin-
istic context-free. It is well-known that the reversal LR := {bnanc | n¿1}∪ {b2nand |
n¿1} of L is not deterministic context-free. Since the class con-mon-McNL is obvi-
ously closed under reversal, this means that L =∈ con-mon-McNL.
The proof above is based on the fact that there are deterministic context-free lan-
guages the reversals of which are not deterministic context-free. This observation raises
the question whether a language L is in con-mon-McNL, whenever L and LR are both
deterministic context-free. Next we will answer this question in the negative.
Let A := {anbn | n¿1} and B := {amb2m |m¿1}, and let Lp :=A · B= {anbnamb2m
| n; m¿1}. It is obvious that Lp as well as LRp is deterministic context-free.
Lemma 12. The language Lp does not belong to the family con-mon-McNL.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that Lp=L(R; t1; t2; Y ), where R is a 5nite, monadic and
con6uent string-rewriting system on  :=∪;  := {a; b};  contains the symbol
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Y ∈ IRR(R), and t1; t2 ∈ IRR(R). By general results on string-rewriting systems we can
assume without loss of generality that the system R is interreduced, that is, for each
rule (‘→ r)∈R; ‘∈ IRR(Rr {‘→ r}) and r ∈ IRR(R) (see, e.g., [5, Section 2.2]).
For w∈∗; nf (w) will be used to denote the unique irreducible descendant of w
modulo R.
Claim 1. For all n =m; nf (anbn) =nf (ambm).
Proof. Assume to the contrary that nf (anbn)= nf (an+kbn+k) for some n; k¿1. Then
t1abanb2nt2→∗R t1ab nf (anbn)bnt2→∗R Y , as abanb2n ∈Lp. Analogously, we obtain
t1aban+kbn+kbnt2 →∗R t1ab nf (an+kbn+k)bnt2 = t1ab nf (anbn)bnt2 →∗R Y:
This, however, contradicts the fact that aban+kb2n+k =∈Lp, as 2n + k¡2(n + k) holds.
Thus, for all n =m; nf (anbn) =nf (ambm).
Claim 1 implies that the language ∗R ({anbn | n¿1})∩ IRR(R) is in5nite. Let
nf (anbn)= c1 · · · cm for some letters c1; : : : ; cm ∈. As anbn→∗R c1 · · · cm and as R is
monadic, anbn has a factorization of the form anbn= u1u2 · · · um such that uj→∗R cj for
all j=1; : : : ; m. Hence, there is an index k ∈{1; : : : ; m} such that u1 = ai1 ; u2 = ai2 ; : : : ;
uk−1 = aik−1 ; uk = aik bjk ; uk+1 = bjk+1 ; : : : ; um= bjm , where
∑k
‘=1 i‘= n=
∑m
‘=k j‘. Let
m(n) denote the length of nf (anbn), and let k(n) denote the minimal value of k among
all factorizations of anbn of the above form. By Claim 1, m(n) is unbounded as n
grows to in5nity.
Claim 2. k(n) is unbounded as n grows to in?nity.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that k(n)64 holds for all n¿1, where 4∈N is a
constant. Hence, for each n¿1, there exists an integer jn¿0 such that
anbjn →∗R c1c2 · · · ck(n) ∈
4⋃
i=0
i =: 64:
Thus, there are n; m¿1 such that
anbjn →∗R c1c2 · · · ck(n) = c1c2 · · · ck(n+m) ←∗R an+mbjn+m
holds. In particular, this means that k(n)= k(n+ m). Now
t1ajnanbjnbnab2t2 →∗R t1ajnc1 · · · ck(n)bnab2t2 →∗R Y;
as ajnanbjnbnab2 = an+jnbn+jnab2 ∈Lp. Hence, we also have the following sequence of
reductions:
t1ajnan+mbjn+mbnab2t2 →∗R t1ajnc1 · · · ck(n)bnab2t2 →∗R Y;
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which implies that jn+m+ n= jn+ n+m holds. This in turn yields jn+m= jn+m. Thus,
nf (ajn+nbjn+n) = nf (ajnc1 · · · ck(n)bn) = nf (ajnan+mbjn+mbn) = nf (ajn+n+mbjn+n+m)
contradicting Claim 1. Hence, we can conclude that the indices k(n) are unbounded as
n grows to in5nity.
By a symmetric argument we also obtain the following unboundedness result.
Claim 3. The diAerence m(n)− k(n) is unbounded as n grows to in?nity.
For each n∈N; anbnab2 ∈Lp, that is, we have a reduction sequence of the following
form:
t1anbnab2t2 →∗R t1nf (anbn)nf (ab2t2) = t1c1 · · · ck(n) · · · cm(n)t3 →∗R Y;
where t3 := nf (ab2t2). Let 5 := max{|t1|; |t2|+3}. Then t1; c1 · · · cm(n); t3 ∈ IRR(R) sat-
isfying |t1|; |t3|65.
Let m := (|| + 1)5 · |R| · 6 + 6 + 5 − 1, where 6 := max{|‘| | ‘∈ dom(R)} and |R|
denotes the number of rules in R. By Claims 2 and 3 there exists an integer n such
that k(n)¿m and m(n) − k(n)¿m. As t1c1 · · · ck(n)ck(n)+1 · · · cm(n)t3→∗R Y , where t1; t3
and c1 · · · cm(n) are irreducible and R is monadic, we see that within this reduction
sequence t1 ‘eats’ into the pre5x c1 · · · ck(n) or t3 ‘eats’ into the suOx ck(n)+1 · · · cm(n).
More speci5cally, if t1c1 · · · ck(n) reduces to some string u within i reduction steps, then
u and c1 · · · ck(n) have factorizations of the form u= u1u2 and c1 · · · ck(n) =yu2, where
|y|6i · (6− 1) and t1y→iR u1. If the factorization yu2 is chosen in such a way that u2
is the suOx of c1 · · · ck(n) that is not touched in the reduction t1yu2→iR u1u2 = u, then
|u1|65 holds, as R is monadic.
Analogously, if ck(n)+1 · · · cm(n)t3 reduces to some string u′ within j steps, then we ob-
tain ck(n)+1 · · · cm(n) = u′1y′ and u′= u′1u′2, where |y′|6j·(6−1); |u′2|65, and y′t3→jR u′2.
As the factor u2u′1 of c1 · · · ck(n)ck(n)+1 · · · cm(n) is irreducible, we conclude that in the
reduction t1c1 · · · ck(n)ck(n)+1 · · · cm(n)t3→∗R Y the pre5x t1c1 · · · ck(n) reduces to a string
u= u1u2, for which the left-over suOx u2 of c1 · · · ck(n) has length at most 6 − 1,
that is, |u|= |u1u2|65+ 6− 1, or the suOx ck(n)+1 · · · cm(n)t3 reduces to a string u′1u′2,
for which the left-over pre5x u′1 of ck(n)+1 · · · cm(n) has length at most 6 − 1, that is,
|u′|= |u′1u′2|65+ 6− 1.
We consider the former case, that is, t1c1 · · · ck(n)→∗R u for some u∈∗, |u|65+6−1,
the other case being symmetric. As t1; c1 · · · ck(n) ∈ IRR(R) and R is monadic, for each
step of this reduction sequence the left-hand side replaced is contained in the pre5x of
length |t1|+ 6− 1 of the actual string, that is, if t1c1 · · · ck(n)→∗R v= v1‘v2→R v1rv2 for
some (‘→ r)∈R, then |v1|¡|t1|. As k(n)¿(||+1)5 · |R| ·6+6+ 5−1, this reduction
sequence contains 7¿(|| + 1)5 · |R| steps. Hence, there are two steps in which the
same pre5x v1 and the same rule (‘→ r) occur, that is,
t1c1 · · · ck(n) →∗R v = v1‘v2 →R v1rv2 →∗R v1‘v4 →R v1rv4 →∗R u:
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Thus, v2 = v3v4 for some v3 ∈+ such that v1rv3→∗R v1‘. Then there are indices j1¡j2
6k(n) such that t1c1 · · · cj1−1→∗R v1‘; cj1 · · · cj2 = v3 and cj2+1 · · · ck(n) = v4. Let 8 :=∑j2
9=j1 i9, that is, a
8 = aij1 aij1+1 · · · aij2 →∗R cj1cj1+1 · · · cj2 = v3. Then
t1an−8bnab2t2 →∗R t1c1 · · · cj1−1cj2+1 · · · ck(n) · · · cm(n)t3
→∗R v1‘cj2+1 · · · ck(n) · · · cm(n)t3
= v1‘v4ck(n)+1 · · · cm(n)t3
→∗R uck(n)+1 · · · cm(n)t3
→∗R Y;
which contradicts the fact that an−8bnab2 =∈Lp. Thus, Lp does not belong to the family
con-mon-McNL.
This yields the following, where symDCFL := {L |L∈ DCFL and LR ∈ DCFL}.
Corollary 13. con-mon-McNL ( symDCFL.
Based on the relationship between the various restrictions that are placed on the
string-rewriting systems that are used in the speci5cations, the above inclusion results
yield an inclusion hierarchy of McNaughton families of languages. However, within
this hierarchy it remains to determine the exact position of the family sp-McNL. Further,
we are interested in determining which of these inclusions are proper.
We continue our investigations by relating the classes REG of regular languages and
LIN of linear languages to the lower families of the McNaughton hierarchy. Using
the same kind of reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 12 it can be shown that the
language
Lu := {canbnc | n¿ 1} ∪ {danb2nd | n¿ 1}
is not contained in con-mon-McNL, either, while Lu is obviously a linear language. On
the other hand, the nonlinear language
Lnl := {anbncmdm | n; m¿ 1}
is easily seen to belong to con-mon-McNL. Thus, we have the following consequence.
Corollary 14. The McNaughton family con-mon-McNL is incomparable to the class
LIN of linear languages with respect to inclusion.
Further, we have the following non-inclusion results.
Theorem 15. REG ⊂ sp-McNL and con-sp-McNL ⊂ LIN.
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Proof. Let L1 := ab∗ab∗a∈ REG, and let R be a special string-rewriting system such
that t1abnabmat2→∗R Y holds for all n; m¿0. Since R is a 5nite special system, it
must contain a rule (‘→ ) such that ‘∈{a; b}+. If ‘= bk for some k¿1, then
t1bkabnabmat2→∗R Y , and if |‘|a¿1, then t1‘abnabmat2→∗R Y , that is, bkabnabma∈L or
‘abnabma∈L, where L denotes the language speci5ed by (R; t1; t2; Y ). Hence, L =L1,
that is, REG ⊂ sp-McNL.
Conversely, let R := {ab→ }; t1 := , and t2 :=Y . Then, for all w∈{a; b}∗, t1wt2
→∗R Y iP w→∗R  iP |w|a= |w|b and |v|a¿|v|b for each pre5x v of w. Hence, the
language L de5ned by (R; t1; t2; Y ) is the Dyck language D∗1 , which is not linear. Since
R is special and con6uent, we see that con-sp-McNL ⊂ LIN holds.
These non-inclusion results immediately yield the following consequence.
Corollary 16. Neither the family con-sp-McNL nor the family sp-McNL is comparable
to the class LIN with respect to inclusion.
As con-sp-McNL⊆ con-mon-McNL, we further obtain the following proper inclusions.
Corollary 17. (a) REG ( con-mon-McNL, and con-sp-McNL ( con-mon-McNL.
(b) sp-McNL( mon-McNL.
Next we compare the family sp-McNL to con-mon-McNL and to DCFL. From The-
orem 15 we already know that con-mon-McNL ⊂ sp-McNL holds. However, also the
converse inclusion does not hold. In fact we have the following result.
Theorem 18. sp-McNL ⊂ DCFL.
Proof. Let R := {ab→ ; abb→ }; t1 := , and t2 :=Y , where Y is a new symbol. By
L we denote the language that is speci5ed by (R; t1; t2; Y ). Then L∈ sp-McNL. Now con-
sider the subset L∩ a∗b∗. It is easily seen that L∩ a∗b∗= {anbm | 06n6m62n}. From
Ogden’s lemma for deterministic context-free languages (see [15, Theorem 11.8.3]) it
follows easily that this language is not in DCFL, and since the class DCFL is closed
under intersection with regular languages, it follows that L itself does not belong to
DCFL. Thus, sp-McNL ⊂ DCFL.
Hence, we have the following consequence.
Corollary 19. With respect to inclusion the McNaughton family sp-McNL is incom-
parable to the family con-mon-McNL as well as to the class DCFL.
We close this section by comparing the various McNaughton families to still an-
other class of languages. A language L⊆∗ is called a Church–Rosser congruential
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language if there exist a 5nite, length-reducing and con6uent string-rewriting system R
on  and 5nitely many irreducible strings w1; w2; : : : ; wn ∈∗ such that L=
⋃n
i=1[wi]R.
In [24] it is shown that the class CRCL of all Church–Rosser congruential languages is
properly contained in the class CRL, and that it contains languages that are not context-
free. Hence, CRCL is incomparable to the class CFL of context-free languages. Further,
there are deterministic context-free languages that are not congruential, for example,
the language L := {anbn | n¿1}∪ b∗ has this property, and so CRCL is also incompara-
ble to the class DCFL. In fact, the language L even belongs to the McNaughton family
con-mon-McNL. To see this let  := {a; b; A; B; Y; c| ; $}, let t1 := c| ; t2 := $, and let R
denote the following monadic string-rewriting system:
R := {ab→ A; aAb→ A; c|A$→ Y; c| b→ B; Bb→ B; B$→ Y}:
Then R is con6uent, and it is easily veri5ed that, for each w∈{a; b}∗; c|w$→∗R Y holds
if and only if w∈L. Hence, we have the following result.
Theorem 20. The family con-mon-McNL is incomparable to the language class CRCL
with respect to inclusion.
Next we want to compare the class CRCL to the McNaughton families con-sp-McNL
and sp-McNL. For that we will make use of the following characterizations.
Lemma 21. Let L⊆∗ be a member of the family sp-McNL. Then there exist an
alphabet  :=∪<∪{c| ; $; Y}, where < is disjoint from  and c| ; $, and Y are
three additional symbols, a ?nite special string-rewriting system R :=R1 ∪R2 on 
and irreducible strings t1; t2 ∈<∗ such that the following conditions are satis?ed:
(a) (R; c| t1; t2$Y; Y ) speci?es the language L,
(b) R1⊆+ × {},
(c) R2⊆ (c| t1 · ∗ · t2$)× {} has no critical pairs, and
(d) for all w∈∗; w∈L if and only if there exists some wˆ∈∗ such that c| t1wt2$→∗R1
c| t1wˆt2$→R2 .
Proof. Let L⊆∗ be a member of the family sp-McNL, and let R′ be a 5nite special
string-rewriting system on ′ :=∪<, let t1; t2 ∈<∗ ∩ IRR(R′), and Y ′ ∈<∩ IRR(R′)
such that (R′; t1; t2; Y ′) speci5es the language L. Hence, for all w∈∗; w∈L iP
t1wt2→∗R′ Y ′: As R′ is a special system, this means that either t1 =Y ′t′1 for some t′1 ∈<∗
satisfying t′1wt2→∗R′  or t2 = t′2Y ′ for some t′2 ∈<∗ satisfying t1wt′2→∗R′ . Without loss
of generality we assume the latter.
Obviously only 5nitely many steps in the reduction sequence t1wt′2→∗R′  can involve
symbols from t1 or t′2. Thus, by commuting independent steps we can transform this
sequence into one of the following form, where R1 :=R′ ∩ (+ × {}), R3 :=R′ r R1,
and w1 ∈∗:
t1wt′2 →∗R1 t1w1t′2 →∗R3 :
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Each rule of R3 contains a non-terminal on its left-hand side. Therefore the sequence
t1w1t′2→∗R3  can contain at most |t1t′2| many steps. Thus, we see that
|w1|6 |t1t′2| · (6− 1);
where 6 := max{|‘| | ‘∈ dom(R′)}. Now let c| ; $ and Y be three new symbols, and let
 :=∪<∪{c| ; $; Y}. We de5ne a new system R2 on  as follows:
R2 := {c| t1w1t′2$→  |w1 ∈ ∗; w1 ∈ L; and |w1|6 |t1t′2| · (6− 1)}:
Then R1 and R2 satisfy the conditions (b) and (c). Further, from the considerations
above we easily see that condition (d) is satis5ed as well, and that the language L is
speci5ed by the four-tuple (R1 ∪R2; c| t1; t′2$Y; Y ).
For the family con-sp-McNL we obtain the following strengthened version of the
above result.
Lemma 22. Let L⊆∗ be a member of the family con-sp-McNL. Then there exist an
alphabet  :=∪<∪{c| ; $; Y}, where < is disjoint from  and c| ; $, and Y are three
additional symbols, a ?nite, special and con>uent string-rewriting system R :=R1 ∪R2
on  and irreducible strings t1; t2 ∈<∗ such that the following conditions are satis?ed:
(a) (R; c| t1; t2$Y; Y ) speci?es the language L,
(b) R1 is a con>uent string-rewriting system on ,
(c) R2⊆ (c| t1 · IRR(R1) · t2$)× {} has no critical pairs, and
(d) for all w∈∗; w∈L if and only if there exists some wˆ∈ IRR(R1) such that
c| t1wt2$→∗R1 c| t1wˆt2$→R2 .
Proof. This follows as the corresponding statements in the proof of the previous lemma
by observing the following. If t1wt′2→∗R′ , then w→∗R1 wˆ for some wˆ∈ IRR(R1), and
t1wˆt′2→∗R3 . Thus, we can choose R2 as follows:
R2 := {c| t1w1t′2$→  |w1 ∈ IRR(R1)∩∗; w1 ∈L; and |w1|6 |t1t′2| · (6− 1)}:
Then R1 and R2 are both con6uent, and since there is no overlap between a left-hand
side of R1 and a left-hand side of R2, the combined system R=R1 ∪R2 is con6uent,
too. The remaining statements then follow as above.
Based on this characterization we obtain the following inclusion.
Theorem 23. con-sp-McNL ( CRCL:
Proof. Let L⊆∗ be a member of the family con-sp-McNL, and let R be a special
and con6uent string-rewriting system on  such that, for all w∈∗; t1wt2→∗R Y iP
w∈L.
By Lemma 22 we can assume that R=R1 ∪R2, where R1⊆+ × {} is con6uent,
and R2 = {c| t′1wt′2$→  |w∈L∩ IRR(R1), and |w|6c}, where c is a constant depending
on R, and t′1; t
′
2 ∈ (r )∗ ∩ IRR(R).
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Consider the system R1. It is 5nite, special and con6uent. Further, choose
W := {w | c| t′1wt′2$ ∈ dom(R2)}:
Then W is a 5nite subset of IRR(R).
Claim. L=
⋃
w∈W [w]R1 .
Proof. Let w∈W , and let u↔∗R1 w. Then t1ut2 = c| t′1ut′2$→∗R1 c| t′1wt′2$→R2 , and hence,
t1ut2Y →∗R Y , that is, u∈L. Conversely, if u∈L, then c| t′1ut′2$Y →∗R Y , and so u→∗R1 w
for some w∈W . Thus, L= ⋃w∈W [w]R1 .
Since CRCL ⊂ DCFL, the inclusion con-sp-McNL⊆ CRCL is proper.
On the other hand we have the following result.
Theorem 24. sp-McNL ⊂ CRCL.
Proof. Let R := {ab→ ; abb→ }; t1 := , and t2 :=Y . Then the language L speci5ed
by (R; t1; t2; ) belongs to the family sp-McNL. Since L=∇∗R (), we see that each w∈L
satis5es the following conditions: |w|a6|w|b62|w|a, and w=  or w∈ a · ∗ · b.
Assume that L∈ CRCL, that is, there exist a 5nite, length-reducing and con6uent
string-rewriting system S on  := {a; b} and strings w1; : : : ; wn ∈ IRR(S) such that
L =
n⋃
i=1
[wi]S =
n⋃
i=1
∇∗S(wi):
Since {anbm | 06n6m62n}⊆L; S must contain a rule of the form akb‘→w, where
|w|¡k + ‘. Let |w|a= k − i and |w|b= ‘− j. Then |w|= k − i+ ‘− j= k + ‘− i− j,
that is, i + j¿0.
If j¿i, then ak+‘b‘+k →S a‘wbk =: u, where |u|a= ‘+k− i and |u|b= ‘−j+k¡‘+
k − i= |u|a. Since ak+‘b‘+k ∈L, also u∈L, a contradiction. Hence, we have j6i.
So assume that j6i. Then ak+‘b2k+2‘→S a‘wb‘+2k =: u, where |u|a= ‘ + k − i and
|u|b= ‘−j+‘+2k =2‘+2k−j¿2‘+2k−i. Since 2|u|a=2‘+2k−2i¡2‘+2k−i6|u|b,
this implies that u =∈L, again contradicting the choice of u. Thus, L =∈ CRCL, that is,
sp-McNL ⊂ CRCL.
Thus, in summary we have the hierarchy of McNaughton families of languages
depicted in Fig. 1, where RE is the class of all recursively enumerable languages, and
FIN denotes the class of all 5nite languages. All inclusions are known to be proper
apart from the well-known LBA- and P-NP-problems. At this time it remains open
whether or not sp-McNL is contained in CRL. Also it is a long-standing open problem
whether or not each regular language is in CRCL. For a partial result showing that at
least all regular languages of polynomial density are in CRCL see [26]. Further results
on regular languages that are Church–Rosser congruential can be found in [29].
The example languages used in establishing some of the separation results are given
in Table 1. These languages nicely illustrate the power of the various language classes.
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Fig. 1. The hierarchy of McNaughton families.
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Table 1
Some example languages
Language Contained in
L= {canbn | n¿1}∪ {danb2n | n¿1} DCFLr con-mon-McNL
Lp = {anbnamb2m | n; m¿1} symDCFLr con-mon-McNL
Lu= {canbnc | n¿1}∪ {danb2nd | n¿1} LINr con-mon-McNL
Lnl= {anbncmdm | n; m¿1} con-mon-McNLr LIN
L= ab∗ab∗a REGr sp-McNL
D∗1 =Dyck language on {a; b} con-sp-McNLr LIN
L= {anbn | n¿0}∪ b∗ con-mon-McNLr CRCL
4. Some closure and non-closure properties
All the McNaughton families above DCFL are well-known language or complexity
classes, and as such their closure properties have been investigated before. Therefore
we concentrate here on the families con-sp-McNL, sp-McNL and con-mon-McNL.
From the de5nition it is immediate that each McNaughton family is closed under
reversal. In addition, we will see that each McNaughton family is also closed under left-
and right-derivatives, where for L⊆∗ and u∈∗; u(L) := {w | uw∈L} denotes the
left-derivative and u(L) := {w |wu∈L} denotes the right-derivative of L with respect
to u.
Theorem 25. Each McNaughton family is closed under left- and right-derivatives.
Proof. In [24] this result is proved for the family con-lr-McNL. Actually it suOces
to prove this result for the special case of taking the derivative with respect to a string
of length one, that is, with respect to a single letter. For this case the proof given in
[24] also applies to the family con-mon-McNL and all the families containing it. Thus,
it remains to consider the families sp-McNL and con-sp-McNL.
For the family sp-McNL the proof is rather straightforward. Let R be a special string-
rewriting system on  :=∪<, and let t1; t2 ∈<∗ and Y ∈< such that (R; t1; t2; Y )
speci5es the language L⊆∗. Further, let a∈. We will construct a speci5cation of
the right-derivative a(L) as a member of the family sp-McNL.
Let A be a new letter, and let <′ :=<∪{A} and ′ :=∪<′. Further, let > :′∗
→∗ be the morphism that is the identity on ∗ and that maps A onto a, and let t′1 := t1
and t′2 :=At2. Finally, let R
′ be the special string-rewriting system that is de5ned as
follows:
R′ := R ∪ {xAy →  | (xay → ) ∈ R}:
We claim that (R′; t′1; t
′
2; Y ) speci5es the language a(L). Indeed, for w∈∗, we have
t′1wt
′
2 = t1wAt2→ ∗R′Y if and only if t1wat2→ ∗RY if and only if wa∈L if and only if
w∈ a(L). Hence, a(L)∈ sp-McNL. Thus, the family sp-McNL is closed under right-
derivatives. By symmetry it is also closed under left-derivatives.
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Unfortunately, in the construction above the system R′ is not necessarily con6uent,
even if R is. For example, if (ab→ )∈R and (ba→ )∈R, then R′ contains the rules
(ab→ ) and (bA→ ). Thus, a←R′ abA→ R′A, but a and A do not have a common
descendant modulo R′. Hence, for the case of special systems that are con6uent, we
need a diPerent construction.
Let L⊆∗ be a language from con-sp-McNL, and let a∈. We want to show
that the right-derivative a(L) also belongs to con-sp-McNL. We can assume that L is
speci5ed by a 5nite, special and con6uent string-rewriting system R=R1 ∪R2 of the
form described in Lemma 22.
Let A be a new letter, and let ′ :=∪{A}. We consider the string-rewriting system
Ra := R1 ∪ {c| t1wAt2$→  |w ∈ ∗ ∩ IRR(R); |w|6 (|t1t2|+ 1) · 6; wa ∈ L};
where 6 := max{|‘| | ‘∈ dom(R)}. Then Ra is a 5nite special string-rewriting system
that is con6uent.
Claim. (Ra; c| t1; At2$Y; Y ) speci5es the language a(L).
Proof. If c| t1wAt2$Y →∗Ra Y , then c| t1wAt2$→∗Ra . Hence, w→∗R1 w′ for some w′ ∈∗
such that |w′|6(|t1t2| + 1) · 6, and w′a∈L. Then t1wat2Y →∗R1 t1w′at2Y →∗R1 t1w′′t2Y→R2 Y for some w′′ ∈ IRR(R1), that is, wa∈L. Thus, w∈ a(L).
Conversely, if w∈ a(L), then t1wat2Y →∗R Y . Hence, w→∗R1 w′ for some w′ ∈∗ ∩
IRR(R1), and t1w′at2Y →∗R Y . Thus, |w′|6(|t1t2|+1)·6, and w′a∈L. Hence, (c| t1w′At2$
→ )∈Ra, that is, c| t1wAt2$Y →∗Ra c| t1w′At2$Y →Ra Y . Thus, (Ra; c| t1; t2$Y; Y ) does in-
deed specify the language a(L).
It follows that also the family con-sp-McNL is closed under right-derivatives. Closure
under left-derivatives follows by symmetry.
It is known that the class CRL is neither closed under union nor under intersection
[27]. Here we will see that the same is true for the McNaughton families con-mon-
McNL, con-sp-McNL and sp-McNL.
Theorem 26. The McNaughton families con-mon-McNL, con-sp-McNL and sp-McNL
are not closed under union.
Proof. Let R1 := {ab→ } and R2 := {abb→ }, t1 := , and t2 :=Y . We consider the
languages L1 and L2 speci5ed by (R1; t1; t2; Y ) and (R2; t1; t2; Y ), respectively. Both
languages L1 and L2 belong to con-sp-McNL, but L1 ∪L2 =∈ DCFL, since DCFL is closed
under intersection with regular languages and
(L1 ∪ L2) ∩ a∗b∗ = {anbn | n¿ 0} ∪ {anb2n | n¿ 0}:
Thus, the families con-sp-McNL and con-mon-McNL are not closed under union.
Next let R3 := {b→ }, and let R4 := {c| a$→ }. Then R3 and R4 are 5nite spe-
cial string-rewriting systems that are con6uent. The four-tuple (R3; ; Y; Y ) speci5es the
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language L3 := b∗, and (R4; c| ; $Y; Y ) speci5es the language L4 := {a}. Thus, L3; L4 ∈ con-
sp-McNL.
Let L denote the union L :=L3 ∪L4. We claim that L does not belong to the
family sp-McNL. Assume to the contrary that there exist a 5nite and special string-
rewriting system R on  := {a; b; Y}∪< and strings t1; t2 ∈ (<∪{Y})∗ ∩ IRR(R) such
that, for all w∈{a; b}∗; w∈L iP t1wt2→∗R Y holds. Since L= {a}∪ {bn | n¿0}, we
see that R must contain a rule of the form (bm→ ) for some m¿0. Since a∈L, we
have t1at2→∗R Y . Thus, we obtain the reduction sequence t1abmt2→R t1at2→∗R Y , which
shows that also abm belongs to the language that is speci5ed by (R; t1; t2; Y ). Since
abm =∈L, this is a contradiction. Thus, L does not belong to the family sp-McNL, that
is, this family is not closed under union, either.
Actually, the second part of the above proof shows that neither con-sp-McNL nor
sp-McNL is closed under marked union. Here we call A∪B a marked union if there
are letters a; b∈; a = b, such that each element of A begins with the letter a, while
each element of B begins with the letter b. In the previous section we mentioned that
the language
Lu = {canbnc | n¿ 1} ∪ {danb2nd | n¿ 1}
does not belong to the family con-mon-McNL. As the two parts {canbnc | n¿1} and
{danb2nd | n¿1} are members of this family, we have the following consequence.
Corollary 27. The families con-sp-McNL, sp-McNL and con-mon-McNL are not
closed under marked union.
Since mon-McNL= CFL, this family is closed under union, but it is neither closed
under intersection nor under complementation. Next we will consider the operations of
intersection and complementation for the three families sp-McNL, con-sp-McNL and
con-mon-McNL.
Theorem 28. The McNaughton families con-sp-McNL, sp-McNL and con-mon-McNL
are not closed under intersection.
Proof. Let A := {a1; : : : ; an} and B := {b1; : : : ; bn} such that A∩B= ∅. Further, for each
subset I ⊆{1; : : : ; n}, we de5ne the language DI as the minimal solution of the equation
X = + X · X + ⋃
i∈I
ai · X · bi +
⋃
j =∈I
(aj · X + bj · X )
and by RI we denote the special string-rewriting system
RI := {aibi →  | i ∈ I} ∪ {aj → ; bj →  | j =∈ I}:
It is easily seen that RI is con6uent and that the four-tuple (RI ; ; Y; Y ) speci5es the
language DI . Thus, DI ∈ con-sp-McNL for all I ⊆{1; : : : ; n}.
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Now let I; J ⊆{1; : : : ; n} such that I ⊆ J and J ⊆ I . We claim that DI ∩DJ =∈ CFL.
Let i∈ I r J and j∈ J r I . Then
DI ∩ DJ ∩ a∗i a∗j b∗i b∗j = {ani amj bni bmj | n; m¿ 0};
which is not context-free by Ogden’s lemma [18]. Hence, none of the three families
mentioned in the statement of the theorem is closed under intersection.
Concerning complementation we have the following negative results.
Theorem 29. The family con-sp-McNL is not closed under complementation.
Proof. Let  := {a}. The language L := {} clearly belongs to con-sp-McNL. For ex-
ample, it is speci5ed by the string-rewriting system R := {c| $→ } and the strings
t1 := c| and t2 := $Y . We claim that the complement Lc= a+ does not belong to con-sp-
McNL.
Assume to the contrary that Lc belongs to the family con-sp-McNL. Then by
Lemma 22 we can assume that there is a 5nite, con6uent and special string-rewriting
system Rc=R1 ∪R2 on some 5nite alphabet  := {a}∪<, and strings s1; s2 ∈<∗ ∩
IRR(Rc) and Y ∈<∩ IRR(Rc) such that (Rc; s1; s2Y; Y ) speci5es the language Lc. Here
R1 is a con6uent system on {a}, and R2⊆ (s1 · IRR(R1) · s2)× {}. As (Rc; s1; s2Y; Y )
speci5es the language Lc, we see that, for each n∈N, there exists some m¿0 such
that s1ans2→∗R1 s1ams2→R2  if and only if n¿1. Since R2 is a 5nite system, R1 must
contain a rule of the form (ai→ ) for some i¿0. Since ai ∈Lc, this means that
s1ais2→R1 s1s2→R2  holds, that is, (s1s2→ ) is a rule of R2. However, this implies
that  belongs to the language speci5ed by (Rc; s1; s2Y; Y ), contradicting our assump-
tion that this language coincides with the language Lc. Thus, Lc does not belong to the
family con-sp-McNL.
The proof above depends on Lemma 22 in a crucial way. Indeed the language a+
does belong to the family sp-McNL, as it is speci5ed by the system
Rc = {a2 → ; c| a$→ ; c| a2$→ }:
Nevertheless we have the following non-closure property for sp-McNL.
Theorem 30. The family sp-McNL is not closed under complementation.
Proof. Let  := {a; b}, and let L := a+. As seen above L∈sp-McNL. We claim that its
complement Lc=∗ r L does not belong to sp-McNL. Observe that
Lc = {w ∈ ∗ | |w|b ¿ 0} ∪ {}:
Assume to the contrary that there exist a 5nite special string-rewriting system Rc on
some 5nite alphabet  := {a; b}∪<; s1; s2∈<∗ ∩ IRR(Rc) and Y ∈<∩ IRR(Rc) such
that (Rc; s1; s2; Y ) speci5es the language Lc. Since ban∈Lc for all n¿0, we see that
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Rc contains a rule of the form (am→ ) for some m¿0. On the other hand, since
∈Lc, we have s1s2→∗Rc Y . Thus, s1ams2→Rc s1s2→∗Rc Y , which means that also the
string am belongs to the language speci5ed by (Rc; s1; s2; Y ). Hence, this language does
not coincide with the language Lc, that is, Lc is not in sp-McNL.
At this time it remains open whether the family con-mon-McNL is closed with respect
to complementation.
Using essentially the same argument as in the proof above it can easily be shown
that the language L := b · a∗ is not a member of the family sp-McNL, while L1 := {b}
and L2 := a∗ are both in con-sp-McNL. Further, in Lemma 12 we have seen that
Lp=A · B does not belong to the family con-mon-McNL, while A= {anbn | n¿1} and
B= {amb2m |m¿1} are obviously in con-mon-McNL. Thus, we have the following non-
closure property.
Corollary 31. The families con-sp-McNL, sp-McNL and con-mon-McNL are not
closed under product.
By Theorem 15, sp-McNL does not contain the regular languages, while ∗ belongs
to con-sp-McNL for each 5nite alphabet . Hence, neither the family con-sp-McNL
nor the family sp-McNL is closed under intersection with regular sets. On the other
hand, all the McNaughton families above the class DCFL in Fig. 1 are closed under
intersection with regular sets. Thus, it remains to consider this operation for the family
con-mon-McNL. We suspect that this family is indeed closed under this operation, but
currently we have no proof for it.
Next we turn to the closure under morphisms and inverse morphisms. We start with
a positive result. A morphism h :∗→∗ is called alphabetic if h()⊆, that is,
|h(a)|=1 for all a∈.
Theorem 32. The family sp-McNL is closed under alphabetic morphisms.
Proof. Let L⊆∗ be a member of the family sp-McNL, and let h :∗→∗ be an
alphabetic morphism. By Lemma 21 there exist an alphabet  :=∪<∪{c| ; $; Y}, a
5nite special string-rewriting system R :=R1 ∪R2 on  and irreducible strings t1; t2∈<∗
such that the following conditions are satis5ed:
(a) (R; c| t1; t2$Y; Y ) speci5es the language L,
(b) R1⊆+×{},
(c) R2⊆ (c| t1 · ∗ · t2$)×{} has no critical pairs, and
(d) for all w∈∗; w∈L if and only if there exists some wˆ∈∗ such that c| t1wt2$→∗R1
c| t1wˆt2$→R2 .
From R we obtain a 5nite special string-rewriting system S := S1 ∪ S2 on ’ :=∪<∪
{c| ; $; Y} as follows:
— S1 := {h(‘)→  | (‘→ )∈R1}, and
— S2 := {c| t1h(‘)t2$→  | (c| t1‘t2$→ )∈R2 }.
By L′ we denote the language that is speci5ed by the four-tuple (S; c| t1; t2$Y; Y ).
Obviously, L′∈sp-McNL.
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Claim. L′= h(L).
Proof. Let w∈L. Then w→∗R1 wˆ for some wˆ∈∗ for which (c| t1wˆt2$→ )∈R2 holds.
It follows immediately from the de5nition of S that h(w)→∗S1 h(wˆ) holds, and that
(c| t1h(wˆ)t2$→ )∈S2. Thus, we see that h(w)∈L′, that is, h(L)⊆L′.
Conversely, assume that u∈L′. Then u→∗S1 uˆ for some string uˆ∈∗ satisfying (c| t1uˆt2$→ )∈S2. From the de5nition of S we see that there is a string wˆ∈∗ such that
h(wˆ)= uˆ and (c| t1wˆt2$→ )∈R2. Thus, it remains to show that there is some w∈∗
such that h(w)= u and w→∗R1 wˆ. But this follows by induction on the length of
the reduction sequence u→∗S1 uˆ from the de5nition of S1. Hence, u∈h(L), and so
L′= h(L).
Thus, sp-McNL is closed under alphabetic morphisms.
Contrasting this result we have the following non-closure properties.
Theorem 33. The families con-sp-McNL and con-mon-McNL are not closed under
alphabetic morphisms.
Proof. Let  := {a; b; c; d};  := {a; b}, and R := {ab→ ; cdd→ }. The language L
speci5ed by (R; ; Y; Y ) is a member of the family con-sp-McNL. Consider the al-
phabetic morphism h :∗→∗ induced by the mapping a → a; b → b; c → a; d → b.
From the proof of the previous theorem we see that the language h(L) is speci5ed
by (S; ; Y; Y ), where S := {ab→ ; abb→ }. From the proof of Theorem 24 we re-
call that this language is not Church–Rosser congruential. As con-sp-McNL⊆ CRCL by
Theorem 23, this shows that h(L) ∈ con-sp-McNL. Thus, con-sp-McNL is not closed
under alphabetic morphisms.
For the family con-mon-McNL we obtain the corresponding result as follows. The
language L := {anbncmd2m | n; m¿1} obviously belongs to the family con-mon-McNL.
However, h(L)= {anbnamb2m | n; m¿1} ∈ con-mon-McNL by Lemma 12.
We obtain further the following weaker non-closure property for the family sp-McNL.
Theorem 34. The family sp-McNL is not closed under -free morphisms.
Proof. Let L denote the language L := a∗, let < := {c; d}, and let h : a∗→<∗ be the
morphism induced by a → cd. Then h(L)= (cd)∗. While L obviously belongs to the
family con-sp-McNL, we claim that h(L) is not even a member of the family sp-McNL.
Assume to the contrary that h(L) is speci5ed by (R; t1; t2; Y ), where R is a 5nite spe-
cial string-rewriting system on some alphabet  containing <∪{Y}. As t1(cd)nt2→∗R Y
holds for each n¿0; R must contain a rule of the form (cd)i→  or (dc)i→  for
some i¿1, or a rule of the form (cd)ic→  or (dc)id→  for some i¿0. In each case
it follows that the language speci5ed by (R; t1; t2; Y ) also contains a string that has c2
as a factor. For example, if (cd)i→  is a rule of R, then ccd(cd)i−1d(cd)i−1→2R .
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This, however, contradicts our assumption that (R; t1; t2; Y ) speci5es the language h(L).
Thus, h(L) is not contained in sp-McNL, that is, sp-McNL is not closed under (-free)
morphisms.
Concerning inverse morphisms the situation is not much better, as far as our current
knowledge goes.
Theorem 35. The families con-sp-McNL and sp-McNL are not closed under inverse
morphisms.
Proof. Let L⊆{a; b}∗ be the language that is speci5ed by (R; ; Y; Y ), where R :=
{ab→ }. Then L∈con-sp-McNL, and it is easily seen that
L = {w ∈ {a; b}∗ | |w|a = |w|b; and for each pre5x u of w; |u|a ¿ |u|b}:
Let  := {a; b; c; d}, and let h :∗→{a; b}∗ be the morphism that is induced by a → a;
b → b; c → ba3, and d → b2a. Let L1 := h−1(L)= {z∈∗ | h(z)∈L}. As L⊆ a · {a; b}∗ ·
b∪ , it follows that L1⊆ a · ∗ · b∪ .
Claim. L1 ∈ sp-McNL.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that L1 is speci5ed by (R1; t1; t2; Y ), where R1 is a 5nite
special string-rewriting system, that is, for all z∈∗; z∈L1 if and only if t1zt2→∗R1 Y
holds. For all n¿1, we have a(cd)ndnb∈L1, as
h(a(cd)ndnb) = a(ba3b2a)n(b2a)nb→∗R a(ba2)n(b2a)nb→∗R an+1bn+1 →∗R :
Thus, t1a(cd)ndnbt2→∗R1Y holds for all n¿1, which implies that R1 contains a rule
‘→ such that ‘ is a factor of (cd)ndn for some n¿1. Hence, t1‘abt2→R1 t1abt2→∗R1Y ,
which implies that ‘ab∈L1. This, however, contradicts our observation above that each
non-empty element of L1 begins with the letter a. Thus, L1 is not a member of the
family sp-McNL.
This implies that neither con-sp-McNL nor sp-McNL is closed under inverse mor-
phisms.
Currently it remains open whether or not the family con-mon-McNL is closed under
inverse morphisms. Table 2 below summarizes the closure and non-closure proper-
ties we have established for the families con-sp-McNL, sp-McNL and con-mon-McNL,
where ∪˙ denotes the operation of marked union, ∩ REG is the intersection with reg-
ular languages, h and h−1 denote morphisms and inverse morphisms, and halph and
h-free denote alphabetic and -free morphisms, respectively. By + we indicate that a
McNaughton family is closed under the corresponding operation, − indicates that it is
not closed, and ? indicates that the answer is currently still open. For comparison we
have also included the language classes DCFL, CFL, CRL and GCSL in this table.
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Table 2
Closure properties
∪ ∩ co · ∪˙ ∩ REG h h-free halph h−1
con-sp-McNL − − − − − − − − − −
sp-McNL − − − − − − − − + −
con-mon-McNL − − ? − − ? − − − ?
DCFL − − + − + + − − − +
CFL=mon-McNL + − − + + + + + + +
CRL=con-lr-McNL − − + − + + − − − +
GCSL=lr-McNL + − − + + + − + + +
Remark 36. Concerning the Church–Rosser languages the closure with respect to
complementation, intersection with regular languages, and marked union follows im-
mediately from the characterization of CRL by the shrinking deterministic two-pushdown
automaton [8,27]. That CRL is closed under inverse morphisms is proved in [27], where
it is also shown that CRL is not closed under union, intersection or -free morphisms.
Non-closure under product is proved in [28], while non-closure under alphabetic mor-
phisms follows immediately from the fact that CRL is closed under marked union, but
not under union.
We close this section by establishing some hierarchies of languages that are ob-
tained as unions of bounded numbers of languages from the McNaughton families
con-mon-McNL and con-sp-McNL, respectively. These results are an adaptation of re-
sults obtained by Herzog for the context-free languages [16].
Herzog explores context-free languages with bounded non-determinism and bounded
ambiguity. The amount of ambiguity of a context-free language is measured by the
number of left-most derivations of a string in the language considered, or equivalently
by the number of accepting computations of a pushdown automaton for this language,
while the amount of non-determinism is de5ned as the product of the number of non-
deterministic choices along an accepting computation of a pushdown automaton for
this language (see [16] for the details). Herzog proves that the union
⋃k DCFL consists
exactly of those context-free languages that are inherently non-deterministic of degree
at most k. Here
⋃k DCFL denotes the class of languages that can be expressed as a
union of up to k deterministic context-free languages. In his paper he considers two
families of context-free languages, which are also of interest to us.
For k¿1 and i=1; : : : ; k, de5ne languages Bk; i and Ak; i as follows:
Bk;i := {bn1bi·n2 | n¿ 1};
and
Ak;i := {an11 an22 an23 an34 · · · ani2i−2ani2i−1an12i ani+12i+1ani+12i+2ani+22i+3 · · · ank2k−1ank2k |
n1; n2; : : : ; nk ¿ 1};
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that is, ai11 a
i2
2 · · · ai2k2k ∈Ak; i if and only if there exist positive integers n1; : : : ; nk such that
i1 = i2i = n1; ij = n( j+2) div 2 for j=2; : : : ; 2i−1, and ij = n( j+1) div 2 for j=2i+1; : : : ; 2k.
Further, let
Bk :=
k⋃
i=1
Bk;i and Ak :=
k⋃
i=1
Ak;i:
Herzog shows that the language Ak is inherently ambiguous of degree k, that the
language B‘ is unambiguous and inherently non-deterministic of degree ‘, and that the
union Ak ∪B‘ is inherently ambiguous of degree k and inherently non-deterministic of
degree ‘ for ‘¿k.
Analogously to DCFL the McNaughton families con-mon-McNL and con-sp-McNL
are not closed under union (Theorem 26). Therefore we are interested in the language
classes
k⋃
con-mon-McNL and
k⋃
con-sp-McNL
of languages that can be expressed as a union of at most k languages from the family
con-mon-McNL, respectively from the family con-sp-McNL. Obviously, we have the
following chain of inclusions:
k⋃
con-sp-McNL ⊆
k⋃
con-mon-McNL ⊆
k⋃
DCFL:
Interestingly, we have the following inclusions.
Theorem 37. For k¿1, the languages Ak and Bk belong to
⋃k con-mon-McNL.
Proof. It suOces to construct a speci5cation of the form (R; t1; t2; Y ) with a 5nite,
monadic and con6uent string-rewriting system R for each of the languages Ak; i and
Bk; i, k¿1, and i=1; : : : ; k.
Let  := {b1; b2}, let  :=∪{c| ; $; C; Y}; t1 := c| ; t2 := $, and
R := {b1bi2 → C; b1Cbi2 → C; c|C$→ Y}:
Then R is a 5nite monadic string-rewriting system on , and since R does not have
any non-trivial overlaps, it is obviously con6uent. Further, t1; t2; Y ∈IRR(R). Finally,
for all w∈∗, it is easily seen that t1wt2 = c|w$→∗R Y iP w= bn1bi·n2 for some n¿1, that
is, iP w∈Bk; i. Thus, we see that Bk; i∈con-mon-McNL.
Next we turn to the language Ak; i. Let
 := {a1; a2; : : : ; a2k};  :=  ∪ {c| ; $; C2; C4; : : : ; C2k ; Y}; t1 := c| ; t2 := $;
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and let R be the system that contains the following rules:
a2a3 → C2;
a2C2a3 → C2;
a4a5 → C4;
a4C4a5 → C4;
...
a2i−2a2i−1 → C2i−2;
a2i−2C2i−2a2i−1 → C2i−2;
a1C2C4 · · ·C2i−2a2i → C2i ;
a1C2ia2i → C2i ;
a2i+1a2i+2 → C2i+2;
a2i+1C2i+2a2i+2 → C2i+2;
...
a2k−1a2k → C2k ;
a2k−1C2ka2k → C2k ;
c|C2iC2i+2 · · ·C2k$ → Y:
Then R is a 5nite monadic system on , and as R does not have any non-trivial
overlaps, it is con6uent. Further, t1; t2; Y ∈IRR(R). Finally, for all w∈∗, it is easily
seen that t1wt2 = c|w$→∗R Y iP
w = an11 a
n2
2 a
n2
3 a
n3
4 · · · ani2i−2ani2i−1an12i ani+12i+1ani+12i+2ani+22i+3 · · · ank2k−1ank2k
for some n1; n2; : : : ; nk¿1, that is, iP w∈Ak; i. Thus, Ak; i∈con-mon-McNL.
Since Bk ∈
⋃k DCFLr⋃k−1 DCFL for all k¿2, the result above yields the following
consequence by Theorem 11.
Corollary 38. The classes
⋃k con-mon-McNL; k¿1, form a strict hierarchy with re-
spect to inclusion.
In the proof of Theorem 11 we have seen that the deterministic context-free language
L := {canbn | n¿1}∪ {danb2n | n¿1} does not belong to the family con-mon-McNL.
Since the alphabets {a; b; c; d} and {b1; b2} are disjoint, the product Ck :=Bk ·L belongs
to the class
⋃k DCFL. On the other hand, since obviously L∈ ⋃2 con-mon-McNL, it
follows from Theorem 37 that Ck ∈
⋃2k con-mon-McNL. Here the number 2k is a sharp
bound as shown by the following result.
Lemma 39. The language Ck :=Bk · L does not belong to the class
⋃‘ con-mon-McNL
for any ‘¡2k.
Proof. If Ck ∈
⋃‘ con-mon-McNL for some ‘, then its reversal
CRk = {bnancbi·m2 bm1 ; b2nandbi·m2 bm1 | n; m¿ 1; i = 1; : : : ; k}
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also belongs to
⋃‘ con-mon-McNL, and hence, CRk ∈ ⋃‘ DCFL. We will show that this
leads to a contradiction if ‘¡2k.
Assume that, for some ‘¡2k; L1; : : : ; L‘ are deterministic context-free languages
such that CRk =
⋃‘
j=1 Lj. For deriving a contradiction we use the pumping lemma for
deterministic context-free languages as given in [15] Theorem 11.8.3. Let 9 denote the
maximum of the constants from this pumping lemma for the languages L1 to L‘, and
let B denote the factorial of 9. We consider the following strings:
xi := bBaBcbi·B2 b
B
1; i = 1; : : : ; k;
yi := b2BaBdbi·B2 b
B
1; i = 1; : : : ; k:
Since ‘¡2k, at least two of these strings belong to the same language Lj. We have
to distinguish between three cases.
Case 1: There exist r; s∈{1; : : : ; k}; r = s, such that xr∈Lj and xs∈Lj. This yields
a contradiction just as in the proof of [16] Lemma 11.
Case 2: There exist r; s∈{1; : : : ; k}, r = s, such that yr∈Lj and ys∈Lj. This is sym-
metric to Case 1.
Case 3: There exist r; s∈{1; : : : ; k} such that xr∈Lj and ys∈Lj. We apply the pump-
ing lemma for deterministic context-free languages mentioned above to Lj. We mark
all the letters a in xr = bBaBcbr·B2 b
B
1. Then there exists a factorization xr = v1v2v3v4v5
satisfying all of the following conditions:
(1) v2 = ,
(2) v1vn2v3v
n
4v5∈Lj for all n¿0,
(3) v1; v2 and v3 each contain marked positions, or v3; v4 and v5 each contain marked
positions,
(4) v2v3v4 contains at most 9 marked positions, and
(5) if v5 = , then for all m; n¿0 and all strings u,
v1vm+n2 v3v
n
4u ∈ Lj iP v1vm2 v3u ∈ Lj:
From conditions (2) and (3) it follows that v2 = bC and v4 = aC, where 0¡C69 by (4).
This yields that v5 = atcbr·B2 b
B
1 for some t6B−C. Let u denote the string u := v4atdbs·B2 bB1,
and let m := B=C. Since B= 9!, the number m is an integer. We obtain that
v1vm+12 v3u = b
B+m·CaBdbs·B2 b
B
1 = b
2BaBdbs·B2 b
B
1 = ys;
that is, v1vm+12 v3u∈Lj. Hence, condition (5) above implies that also
v1vm+22 v3v4u = b
2B+CaB+Cdbs·B2 b
B
1 ∈ Lj:
However, since C¿0, this string does not belong to the language CRk . As this contradicts
the pumping lemma, we see that CRk does indeed not belong to
⋃‘ DCFL for any ‘¡2k.
Hence, we have the following proper inclusion.
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Corollary 40. For each k¿1;
⋃k con-mon-McNL is properly contained in ⋃k DCFL.
Analogously it can be shown that the language (Ak ∪B‘) · L will be ambiguous of
degree k and non-deterministic of degree ‘ for ‘¿k. Hence, with respect to the degree
of non-determinism and the degree of ambiguity, the classes
⋃k con-mon-McNL yield
the same strict hierarchies as the corresponding classes
⋃k DCFL.
Analogous results can even be derived for the language classes
⋃k con-sp-McNL.
Let k¿1 be an integer, and for all i∈{1; : : : ; k}, let Dk; i denote the set of strings that
is the minimal solution of the equation
X = + X · X + a · X · bi;
and take Dk :=
⋃k
i=1 Dk; i. Further, de5ne Ek; i as the minimal solution of the equation
X = + X · X + a1 · X · a2i +
⋃
16j¡i
a2j · X · a2j+1 +
⋃
i¡j6k
a2j−1 · X · a2j
and let Ek :=
⋃k
i=1 Ek; i.
Lemma 41. For each k¿1 and each i∈{1; · · · ; k}; Ek; i∈con-sp-McNL, while for any
i¿1; Dk; i ∈ con-sp-McNL.
Proof. Obviously, Ek; i is speci5ed by (Si; c| ; $Y; Y ), where Si is the following system
on < := {a1; : : : ; a2k ; c| ; $; Y}:
Si := {c| $→ ; a1a2i → ; a2ja2j+1 →  (16 j ¡ i); a2j−1a2j →  (i ¡ j 6 k)}:
Thus, we see that Ek; i∈con-sp-McNL.
On the other hand, assume that, for some k¿1 and i¿1, Dk; i is speci5ed by the four-
tuple (R; c| t1; t2$Y; Y ), where R is a 5nite, special and con6uent string-rewriting system
of the form described in Lemma 22. As anbn·i∈Dk; i for all integers n¿1; R contains
a rule of the form ajbj·i for some j¿1. Then, however, with c| t1abit2$Y →∗R Y also
c| t1abajbj·ibi−1t2$Y →∗R Y . However, abajbj·ibi−1 ∈Dk; i, contradicting the assumption
that the above four-tuple speci5es the language Dk; i. Thus, Dk; i ∈ con-sp-McNL.
Hence, Ek belongs to the class
⋃k con-sp-McNL, while based on the arguments in
the proof above it can be shown that Dk does not belong to this class, if k¿2.
For k¿1 and for all i∈{1; : : : ; k}, let Fk; i be the language that is speci5ed by the
four-tuple (Ri; c| ; $Y; Y ), where Ri denotes the following 5nite, special and con6uent
string-rewriting system on  := {a; b; c| ; $; Y}:
R := {c| $→ ; abi → }:
Further, let Fk :=
⋃k
i=1 Fk; i. The following result is easily established.
Lemma 42. For each k¿1 and each i∈{1; : : : ; k}; Fk; i∈con-sp-McNL satis?es the
equality Dk; i =Fk; i ∩{a; bi}∗.
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Thus, Fk belongs to the class
⋃k con-sp-McNL. As in the proof of [16] Lemma 11
it can be shown that Dk ∈
⋃k−1 DCFL. But
Dk =
k⋃
i=1
Dk; i =
k⋃
i=1
(Fk;i ∩ {a; bi}∗) (by Lemma 42)
=
k⋃
i=1
(
Fk;i ∩
k⋃
j=1
{a; bj}∗
)
(as Fk;i ∩ {a; bj}∗ = ∅ for i = j)
=
k⋃
i=1
Fk;i ∩
k⋃
j=1
{a; bj}∗
= Fk ∩
k⋃
j=1
{a; bj}∗;
which implies that Fk ∈
⋃k−1 DCFL, and so Fk ∈ ⋃k−1 con-sp-McNL. Thus, we obtain
the following consequence.
Corollary 43. The classes
⋃k con-sp-McNL; k¿1, form a strict hierarchy with respect
to inclusion.
It is easily seen that the language Bk is not contained in
⋃k con-sp-McNL. Hence,
we have the following consequence.
Corollary 44. For each k¿1, the class
⋃k con-sp-McNL is properly contained in the
class
⋃k con-mon-McNL.
Finally, following the proof of [16] Lemma 10 it can be shown that the language Ek
is inherently ambiguous of degree k. Thus, already
⋃k con-sp-McNL contains languages
that are inherently ambiguous of degree k.
5. On the complexity of McNaughton families of languages
Finally we turn to the task of determining the complexity of the membership prob-
lems for those McNaughton families of languages that are speci5ed by monadic or
special string-rewriting systems. For our considerations we will need the complexity
classes AC0; NC1; L; LOG(DCFL); LOG(CFL) and P. Here AC0 is the class of lan-
guages that are accepted by uniform Boolean circuits of constant depth (and poly-
nomial size) with AND- and OR-gates of unbounded fan-in, NC1 is the class of
languages that are accepted by uniform Boolean circuits of logarithmic depth and
polynomial size with AND- and OR-gates of bounded fan-in, L is the class of lan-
guages accepted by deterministic logarithmically space-bounded Turing machines, and
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LOG(DCFL) (respectively LOG(CFL)) is the class of languages accepted by deterministic
(respectively non-deterministic) auxiliary pushdown automata with a logarithmically
space-bounded work tape in polynomial time. Finally, P is the class of languages
accepted by deterministic Turing machines in polynomial time.
It is known that the following inclusions hold between these complexity classes (see,
e.g., [19]):
AC0 ⊆ NC1 ⊆ L ⊆ LOG(DCFL) ⊆ LOG(CFL) ⊆ P:
For establishing completeness or hardness of a problem (language) within a complexity
class we will use certain many-one reductions, the most general of which are the
deterministic many-one log-space reductions. Here a language A ⊆ ∗ is said to reduce
to a language B⊆∗ with respect to a deterministic many-one log-space reduction, if
there exists a function ’ :∗→∗ that is computable by a logarithmically space-
bounded deterministic Turing machine and that satis5es the following equivalence for
each string w∈∗: w∈A if and only if ’(w)∈B.
The language A is called log-space many-one equivalent to B, if A reduces to B and
B reduces to A. This will be expressed as A≡logm B. Further A is hard for a complexity
class C if each language C∈C reduces to A, and it is complete for C, if it is hard for
C and belongs to C. Finally, two complexity classes C1 and C2 are log-space many-
one equivalent, if each L∈C1 reduces to some L′∈C2, and also each L′∈C2 reduces
to some L∈C1.
From the results of Section 3 we obtain the following inclusions and equivalences:
REG ⊆ con-mon-McNL ⊆ DCFL ≡logm LOG(DCFL) ⊆ LOG(CFL)
≡logm CFL = mon-McNL;
FIN ⊆ con-sp-McNL ⊆ sp-McNL ⊆ CFL ≡logm LOG(CFL)
and
FIN ⊆ con-sp-McNL ⊆ con-mon-McNL ⊆ DCFL ≡logm LOG(DCFL):
Here we are interested in the complexity of the 5xed and the general membership
problems for certain McNaughton families of languages.
The ?xed membership problem for a language L⊆∗ is de5ned as follows:
INSTANCE: A string w∈∗.
QUESTION: Does w belong to L?
For a McNaughton family C of languages we obtain the general membership prob-
lem for C as the following natural generalization of the above problem:
INSTANCE: A speci5cation (R; t1; t2; Y ) of a language L∈C and a string w.
QUESTION: Does w belong to the language L, that is, does t1wt2→∗R Y hold?
Since CFL= mon-McNL, we see that the 5xed membership problem for mon-McNL is
LOG(CFL)-complete, that is, for each language L′∈LOG(CFL), there exists a language
L∈mon-McNL such that L′ reduces to (the 5xed membership problem for) L. Actually,
from the existence of a hardest context-free language [12] we see that there exists a
5xed language in mon-McNL such that the 5xed membership problem for this language
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is already LOG(CFL)-complete. In particular, this implies that the general membership
problem for mon-McNL is LOG(CFL)-hard.
The reduction t1wt2→∗R Y with respect to a 5nite monadic string-rewriting system R
can be simulated in a straightforward way by a non-deterministic log-space and poly-
nomially time-bounded auxiliary pushdown automaton. Observe that even for a non-
con6uent system R the process of reduction can always be rearranged in such a way
that it proceeds from left to right (see [13]), that is, if x‘1y→R xr1y= u‘2v→R ur2v
is a part of the reduction sequence t1wt2→∗R Y , where (‘1→ r1) and (‘2→ r2) are
rules of R, then |u‘2|¿|x|. If R is monadic, this means that each rewrite ‘2→ r2 is
performed strictly to the right of the preceding step, or ‘2 contains the factor r1 pro-
duced by the preceding step. The polynomial time-bound is obtained from the fact
that all the rules of a monadic string-rewriting system are length-reducing. This means
that the general membership problem for mon-McNL is contained in LOG(CFL), and
therewith it is LOG(CFL)-complete. This sharply contrasts the corresponding result for
context-free grammars, as the general membership problem for them is P-complete
[20]. Thus, in summary we have the following results for the McNaughton family
mon-McNL.
Theorem 45. The ?xed and the general membership problems for the family
mon-McNL are LOG(CFL)-complete with respect to many-one log-space reductions.
Next we turn our attention to the McNaughton family con-mon-McNL. Although
we know that con-mon-McNL⊆ DCFL (Theorem 10), the hardest deterministic context-
free language given in [30] is not contained in con-mon-McNL, as its reversal is not
deterministic context-free. Therefore, we only obtain that LOG(DCFL) is an upper bound
for the membership problems for the family con-mon-McNL.
Theorem 46. The ?xed and the general membership problems for con-mon-McNL be-
long to the complexity class LOG(DCFL).
As a lower bound we will establish L-hardness for these problems. However, in order
to prove this result we need less powerful reductions. An NC1 many-one reduction
from a language A⊆∗ to a language B⊆∗ is given by a function ’ :∗→∗
of polynomial growth [9] such that the predicate P’(c; i; w) is in NC1, and for each
w∈∗; w∈A iP ’(w)∈B holds. Here the predicate P’(c; i; w) expresses the fact that
‘c is the ith symbol of the string ’(w)’. Analogously, AC0 many-one reductions are
de5ned.
For establishing the lower bound we proceed as follows. In [24] DCFL⊆ CRL is
proved by showing how to construct a con6uent and length-reducing string-rewriting
system that simulates the shift-reduce deterministic parsing of an LR(1) grammar. From
[17] it is known that there exists a 5xed linear LR(1) language L0 which is L-complete
with respect to NC1 many-one reductions. Hence, in order to establish L-hardness for the
5xed and the general membership problems for the family con-mon-McNL it suOces
to construct a speci5cation of a language L1∈con-mon-McNL such that L0 reduces to
L1 with respect to an NC1 many-one reduction.
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Lemma 47. For each linear LR(1) language L, there exists a language L′ from the
family con-mon-McNL such that L reduces to L′ with respect to an NC1 many-one
reduction.
Proof. Let L be a linear LR(1) language over , and let G=(N; ; P; S) be a linear
LR(1) grammar for L, where N is the set of non-terminals, S∈N is the start symbol,
and P is the set of productions. From this grammar an LR-style parser can be obtained
as in [15] Section 13.4. By T we denote the 5nite set of tables from this construction.
Since we are not interested in actually constructing a parse for the strings in L, we can
simply forget about the output tape of the parser. Thus, for our purposes the parser
is a deterministic pushdown automaton. From its construction we see that it has the
following properties:
• At each step of a computation the contents of the pushdown is a string from the set
T0 · (VT )∗, where T0∈T is the special initial table, and V :=N ∪.
• The action of the parser is speci5ed by two functions
f : T × ( ∪ {$})→ {shift; error} ∪ {reduce p |p ∈ P}
and
g : T × V → T ∪ {error};
where $ is a special symbol.
A con?guration of the parser is given by a string 5T1az$, where 5T1∈T0 · (VT )∗ is the
contents of the pushdown, T1∈T is the topmost symbol on the pushdown, and az∈∗
is the remaining part of the input, where a∈ is the symbol currently being scanned,
and $ ∈ is used as a delimiter signalling the end of the input.
By  we denote the single-step computation relation of the parser. The con5guration
con that is obtained from 5T1az$ in a single step is de5ned as follows:
(1) if f(T1; a)= shift and g(T1; a)=T2, then con := 5T1aT2z$;
(2) if az= ; f(T1; $)= reduce p, where p=(S → r)∈P and S is the start sym-
bol of the grammar G, and 5=T051 for some 51 satisfying |51|=2 · |r|, then
con := accept;
(3) if Case (2) does not apply, but f(T1; a)= reduce p, where p=(A → r)∈P; |r|
=m, and 5= 51T ′52; |52|=2m, and g(T ′; A)=T2, then con := 51T ′AT2az$;
(4) con := error in all other cases.
Given a string w∈∗ as input, the parser starts in the initial con5guration T0w$. If
w ∈L, then after a 5nite number of steps the parser will reach the error con5guration.
On the other hand, if w∈L, then the parser will eventually reach the accept con5gu-
ration. As the underlying grammar is linear, we see that a computation of the parser
consists of two phases. In Phase 1 it only performs shift operations, thus shifting a
pre5x of the given input together with the corresponding tables onto the pushdown.
Phase 2 starts with the 5rst reduce operation that is performed. After a reduce operation
some shift operations may follow, but their number is bounded by the length of the
longest right-hand side of a production of the grammar. Thus, Phase 2 consists of a
sequence of reduce operations such that between two successive reduce operations a
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sequence of at most k shift operations takes place, where k is a constant depending
on the grammar.
Now the announced reduction is realized as follows. From the parser we will con-
struct a 5nite, monadic and con6uent string-rewriting system R that simulates the second
phase of the computation of the parser. Further, we will provide an NC1 reduction that,
given a string w∈∗, will transform w into an encoding of the con5guration of the
parser that corresponds to the end of the 5rst phase of its computation on input w. This
NC1 reduction will generate this encoding and verify that indeed it corresponds to the
intended con5guration. Then using the monadic string-rewriting system R this string
can be reduced to the special symbol Y if and only if the parser accepts on input w.
Thus, in this way the language L is reduced to the language L′∈con-mon-McNL that is
speci5ed by R.
During a reduce operation the length of the actual con5guration of the parser may
remain unchanged, if the underlying production is length-preserving. Further, the shift
operations between reduce operations will even increase the length of the actual con5g-
uration. Thus, in order to simulate this phase of the parser’s computation by a monadic
string-rewriting system we must compress several symbols into a single one.
A derivation in the linear LR(1) grammar can contain at most k1 consecutive ap-
plications of length-preserving productions without containing a loop, where k1 is the
number of non-terminals in the grammar. However, since the parser is a deterministic
device, we can revise it such that, instead of entering a loop, it simply enters the error
state. Thus, in Phase 2 of the parser’s computation we have at most k1 reduce oper-
ations preserving the length of the actual con5guration and k shift operations before
a reduce operation is used that actually reduces the length of the actual con5gura-
tion. Observe that length-preserving productions do not necessitate any intermediate
shift operations. Accordingly we need new ‘super’ symbols that encode a window
of suOcient size for storing the topmost part of the pushdown and the actual input
symbol.
The result of a reduce operation depends on the topmost table in the pushdown
that is not deleted during this reduce operation. As the string-rewriting system is to
be monadic, this means that this symbol together with the symbols generated by the
reduce operation has to be stored in the new super symbol. Further, the ePect of up
to k shift operations must be stored in such a symbol. Hence, we need super symbols
that encode strings of length up to (k+2) ·2+1, where we need up to (k+2) ·2 places
for storing the topmost part of the pushdown and one place for storing the actual input
symbol.
The NC1 reduction will transform an input string of the form w=w1w2 · · ·wn, where
w1; : : : ; wn∈, into the string c|T0w′1T1 · · ·w′j−1Tj−1[wjTj; wj+1]wj+2 · · ·wn$$: Here j is
the number of shift operations the parser performs during Phase 1 of its computa-
tion on input w, that is, it is the number of symbols read during this phase. Further,
T0; T1; : : : ; Tj∈T; w′1; : : : ; w′j−1∈′, which is an alphabet in one-to-one correspondence
to ; [wjTj; wj+1]; c| ; $ are new symbols, and
• f(Ti; wi+1)= shift and g(Ti; wi+1)=Ti+1 for all i=0; 1; : : : ; j − 1, and
• f(Tj; wj+1)= reduce p for some production p.
As the parser is 5xed, this transformation can indeed be performed by an NC1 reduction.
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For the following considerations, let  denote the alphabet
 := ∪ ′ ∪ N ∪ T ∪ {c| ; $; E; Y} ∪
{[a1T1 · · · amTm; b] | 16 m6 k + 2; ai ∈  ∪ N;
Ti ∈ T; 16 i 6 m; b ∈  ∪ {$}};
where we assume that all the subalphabets displayed are pairwise disjoint, and let R
be the 5nite string-rewriting system on  that consists of the following three groups
of rules.
(i) Rules to simulate shift operations
[a1T1 · · · amTm; b]c
→ [a1T1 · · · amTmbTm+1; c] if m ¡ k + 2; c ∈ ; f(Tm; b) = shift
and g(Tm; b)=Tm+1;
[a1T1 · · · amTm; b]$
→ [a1T1 · · · amTmbTm+1; $] if m ¡ k + 2; f(Tm; b) = shift
and g(Tm; b) = Tm+1;
[a1T1 · · · amTm; b]c→ E if m = k + 2 and f(Tm; b) = shift;
or m ¡ k + 2; f(Tm; b) = shift
and g(Tm; b) = error;
[a1T1 · · · amTm; b]$→ E if m = k + 2 and f(Tm; b) = shift;
or m ¡ k + 2; f(Tm; b) = shift
and g(Tm; b) = error:
Here ai∈∪N; Ti∈T , and b; c∈.
(ii) Rules to simulate reduce operations
T0a′1T1 · · · a′j−1Tj−1[ajTj · · · amTm; $]→ Y for j = 1; : : : ; m;
if f(Tm; $) = reduce p and p = (S → a1 · · · am);
T0a′1T1 · · · a′j−1Tj−1[ajTj · · · amTm; $]→ E for j = 1; : : : ; m;
if f(Tm; $) = reduce p and p = (S → b1 · · · bm)
for some b1 · · · bm = a1 · · · am;
a′1T1 · · · a′j−1Tj−1[ajTj · · · amTm; b]→ [a1T1ATˆ 2; b] for j = 2; : : : ; m;
if f(Tm; b) = reduce p; p = (A→ a2 · · · am)
and g(T1; A) = Tˆ 2;
[a1T1 · · · ajTjaj+1Tj+1 · · · amTm; b]→ [a1T1 · · · ajTjATˆ j+1; b]
if f(Tm; b) = reduce p; p = (A→ aj+1 · · · am)
and g(Tj; A) = Tˆ j+1;
a′1T1a
′
2T2 · · · a′j−1Tj−1[ajTj · · · amTm; b]→ E for j = 1; : : : ; m;
if f(Tm; b) = reduce p; p = (A→ a2 · · · am)
and g(T1; A) = error;
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or f(Tm; b) = reduce p and p = (A→ b2 · · · bm)
for some b2 · · · bm = a2 · · · am;
[a1T1 · · · ajTjaj+1Tj+1 · · · amTm; b]→ E
if f(Tm; b) = reduce p; p = (A→ aj+1 · · · am)
and g(Tj; A) = error;
or f(Tm; b) = reduce p and p = (A→ bj+1 · · · bm)
for some bj+1 · · · bm = aj+1 · · · am:
Here a′i∈′; Ti∈T; aj∈∪N , and b∈∪{$}.
(iii) Rules to clean up encodings of ?nal con?gurations
xE → E
Ex → E
}
for all x ∈ ; and Yy → Y
yY → Y
}
for all y ∈  r {E}:
As the parser cannot get into a loop while performing reduce operations with produc-
tions of the form A→B, where A; B∈N , the system R is terminating. As f and g
are functions, there are no overlaps between the various rules simulating the parser.
Hence, R is a 5nite system that is terminating and con6uent. Further, it is easily seen
that w=w1 · · ·wn∈L if and only if
c|T0w′1T1 · · ·w′j−1Tj−1[wjTj; wj+1]wj+2 · · ·wn$$→∗R Y:
Thus, the reduction above reduces the language L to the language L′′ speci5ed by
(R; c| ; $$; Y ). Unfortunately, the system R is not monadic in the sense of our de5nition,
since it may contain length-preserving rules. Hence, we must transform the system R
into a 5nite, monadic and con6uent system. Fortunately, this is easily done.
First we replace the right-hand side of each rule of R by its unique irreducible
descendant modulo R. Let R′ denote the system thus obtained. Then R′ is still 5nite,
terminating and con6uent, R′ and R generate the same Thue congruence ↔∗ on ∗,
and IRR(R′)= IRR(R) (see, e.g. [5, Lemma 2.2.11]). Further, R′ can be decomposed
as R′=R1 ∪R2, where R1 consists of length-reducing rules only, and R2⊆×. Thus,
the subsystem R2 contains a rule with left-hand side [a1T1 · · · amTm; b] if and only if
this super symbol is reducible modulo R. From the de5nition of R we see that this
implies that m¿2 holds.
Also we see that the left-hand side of each rule of R1 is irreducible modulo R2.
Thus, R1 is a 5nite, monadic and con6uent system. As the string
c|T0w′1T1 · · ·w′j−1Tj−1[wjTj; wj+1]wj+2 · · ·wn$$
is irreducible modulo R2, also all its descendants modulo R1 are irreducible modulo
R2. Thus, we see that
c|T0w′1T1 · · ·w′j−1Tj−1[wjTj; wj+1]wj+2 · · ·wn$$→∗R Y
if and only if
c|T0w′1T1 · · ·w′j−1Tj−1[wjTj; wj+1]wj+2 · · ·wn$$→∗R′ Y
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if and only if
c|T0w′1T1 · · ·w′j−1Tj−1[wjTj; wj+1]wj+2 · · ·wn$$→∗R1 Y:
Hence, L has been reduced to the language L′∈con-mon-McNL that is speci5ed by
(R1; c| ; $$; Y ).
This gives the following result.
Theorem 48. The ?xed and the general membership problems for the McNaughton
family con-mon-McNL are L-hard with respect to NC1 many-one reductions.
Finally we turn to the two special McNaughton families of languages sp-McNL and
con-sp-McNL. There we have the following situation.
Theorem 49. The ?xed membership problem for the family con-sp-McNL is NC1-hard
with respect to AC0 many-one reductions, and it belongs to LOG(DCFL).
Proof. The containment in LOG(DCFL) is obvious due to the inclusion con-sp-McNL⊆
con-mon-McNL. The lower bound is obtained as follows.
Let  := {0; 1; (; );∧;∨;∼}, where ∧ denotes conjunction, ∨ denotes disjunction, and
∼ denotes negation. The Boolean formulas are then de5ned inductively:
(a) 0 and 1 are Boolean formulas;
(b) if 4 and 8 are Boolean formulas, then so are (4∧ 8), (4∨ 8), and (∼ 4).
According to [9] the Boolean formula evaluation problem is NC1-complete under AC0
many-one reductions. This problem is de5ned as follows:
INSTANCE: A Boolean formula 4∈∗.
TASK: Determine the truth value of 4.
Let  :=∪{#; Y}; t1 := #; t2 :=Y , and let R be the special string-rewriting system
that consists of the following rules:
(0∧ 0)1 →  (0∨ 0)1 → 
(0∧ 1)1 →  0(0∨ 1) → 
(1∧ 0)1 →  0(1∨ 0) → 
0(1∧ 1) →  0(1∨ 1) → 
0(∼ 0) →  (∼ 1)1 → 
#1 → :
As R has no non-trivial overlaps, it is con6uent. Hence, the language L speci5ed by
(R; t1; t2; Y ) belongs to con-sp-McNL. We will show that the Boolean formula evalua-
tion problem reduces to the membership problem for L.
Let 4∈∗ be a Boolean formula. We encode 4 by inserting 0 in front of every
opening parenthesis and 1 after each closing parenthesis. For instance, if 4=((0∨ 1)∧
(∼ 0)), then we obtain the string 0(0(0∨ 1)1∧ 0(∼ 0)1)1. Obviously, this transforma-
tion can be realized by an AC0 reduction.
We claim that the formula 4 is true if and only if its encoding e(4) belongs to L.
In fact, for each operator op∈{∧;∨;∼}, the corresponding rules reduce a substring
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of the form 0(a1op a2)1 to the truth value of the subformula (a1op a2). Thus, if the
formula 4 is true, then #e(4)Y →∗R #1Y →R Y . On the other hand, if 4 is false, then
#e(4)Y →∗R #0Y ∈IRR(R).
For example, for the formula 4=((0∨ 1)∧ (∼ 0)) we obtain the following reduction
sequence:
#0(0(0 ∨ 1)1 ∧ 0(∼ 0)1)1Y →2R #0(1 ∧ 1)1Y →R #1Y →R Y:
This completes the proof of Theorem 49.
For the general membership problem for the family con-sp-McNL we have the
following slightly stronger result, which is due to Markus Lohrey [21].
Theorem 50. The general membership problem for the family con-sp-McNL is L-hard
with respect to NC1 many-one reductions, and it belongs to LOG(DCFL).
Proof. Again the containment is obvious. For establishing the lower bound we use the
fact that the directed forest accessibility problem is L-complete under NC1 many-one
reductions [10], where this problem is de5ned as follows:
INSTANCE: An acyclic directed graph G=(V; E) such that each vertex has
outdegree zero or one, and two vertices u; v∈V .
TASK: Determine whether there is a directed path from u to v in G.
We will reduce this problem to the general membership problem for con-sp-McNL.
Let G=(V; E) be an acyclic directed graph such that each vertex has outdegree at
most one. Without loss of generality we can assume that V = {1; 2; : : : ; n}. Further,
let u; v∈V be two vertices. We may assume that the outdegree of v is zero, as the
existence of an edge emanating from v would not in6uence the existence of a directed
path from u to v. We now change the graph G into a graph G′ := (V; E′) by adding
an edge that leads from v back to v (that is, a loop). Hence, the vertex v is reachable
from u in the graph G if and only if there is a path of length exactly n − 1 leading
from u to v in G′.
We now construct a 5nite special string-rewriting system R and a string w such that
the vertex v is reachable from the vertex u in G if and only if w→∗R  holds. Let
 := {a; #}, let
R := {##ai#an−j+1 →  | (i; j)∈E′; i; j = 1; 2; : : : ; n}
and let w be the string w := (##)n−1au(#an+1)n−2#an−v+1. As each vertex of G′ has
outdegree at most one, we see that there are no overlaps between the left-hand sides
of the rules of R, and so the 5nite special system R is in fact con6uent. It is easily
seen that R and w can be obtained from the graph G and the vertices u; v by an NC1
many-one reduction. It remains to prove the following claim.
Claim. The vertex v is reachable from u in G if and only if w→∗R  holds.
Proof. As observed above v is reachable from u in G if and only if there exists a
path of length n− 1 from u to v in G′. Let (u; x1); (x1; x2); : : : ; (xn−2; v) be such a path.
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Then
w = (##)n−1au(#an+1)n−2#an−v+1 →R (##)n−2ax1 (#an+1)n−3#an−v+1
→R (##)n−3ax2 (#an+1)n−4#an−v+1
→R · · ·
→R (##)2axn−3#an+1#an−v+1
→R ##axn−2#an−v+1
→R :
Conversely, if w→∗R , then it follows from the form of the rules of R that this reduction
sequence describes a path of length n− 1 from u to v in G′. This completes the proof
of the claim.
As w→∗R  holds if and only if wY →∗R Y holds, where Y is a new symbol, the above
construction reduces the given instance of the directed forest accessibility problem to
the membership problem for the language speci5ed by (R; ; Y; Y ), that is, it reduces
the directed forest accessibility problem to the general membership problem for the
McNaughton family con-sp-McNL.
For the McNaughton family sp-McNL we obtain the following bounds, generalizing
the constructions in the proofs of the previous theorems.
Theorem 51. The ?xed and the general membership problems for the family sp-McNL
are LOG(CFL)-complete with respect to NC1 many-one reductions.
Proof. For deriving these completeness results we make use of the following problem.
Let (G; ◦) be a groupoid, where G= {1; 2; : : : ; m}, and let F ⊂G be a set of target
elements. Thus, ◦ is a binary operation on G, and 1 is an identity element for ◦.
However, in contrast to the situation for monoids the operation ◦ is in general not
associative. If (i1; i2; : : : ; in) is a sequence of elements of G, then by G(i1; i2; : : : ; in) we
denote the set of all elements of G that can be obtained by parenthesizing this sequence
and then evaluating the resulting expression in G. Now the evaluation problem for
(G; F) is the following decision problem:
INSTANCE: A sequence (i1; i2; : : : ; in) of elements of G.
QUESTION: Can this sequence be evaluated to give an element of F ,
that is, is G(i1; i2; : : : ; in)∩F non-empty?
It is known that there exists a 5xed 5nite groupoid (G; ◦) and a 5xed subset F
of G such that the evaluation problem for (G; F) is LOG(CFL)-complete under NC1
reductions ([2, Corollary 3.4]). For the following considerations let (G; ◦) be such a
groupoid, G= {1; : : : ; m}, and let F be a corresponding set of target elements.
Let  := {a1; a2; : : : ; am; #; $} and uG := $a1 · · · am$, and for i=1; : : : ; m, let ui :=
$a1 · · · ai and Qui := ai+1 · · · am$. Then ui Qui = uG holds for all 16i6m. Further, let  :=
∪{C;D; Y}; t1 :=C; t2 :=DY , and let R be the 5nite special string-rewriting system
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containing the following rules:
# → 
uG → 
Qukui#uj# →  if i ◦ j = k in G; and
CuiD →  if i ∈ F:
Finally, a sequence (i1; i2; : : : ; in) of elements of G is encoded by the string
unGui1#
nunGui2#
n : : : unGuin#
n:
Observe that the encoding of the sequence (i1; i2; : : : ; in) can be performed by an NC1
reduction.
Now using the reduction relation induced by R the multiplication i ◦ j of two elements
i and j of G can be simulated. First one has to remove the separating unG block as
well as the separating #-symbols, except one # that must remain in order to apply the
necessary rule for the multiplication. For instance, if i ◦ j= ‘1 in G, then
unGui#
nunGuj#
nunGuk#
n →∗R unGui#nuj#nunGuk#n
→∗R unGui#uj#nunGuk#n
→∗R un−1G u‘1#n−1unGuk#n
and if j ◦ k = ‘2, then
unGui#
nunGuj#
nunGuk#
n →∗R unGui#nunGuj#nuk#n
→∗R unGui#nunGuj#uk#n
→∗R unGui#nun−1G u‘2#n−1:
Thus, for a sequence (i1; i2; : : : ; in) of elements of G there exists a way of placing
parentheses such that the corresponding evaluation yields an element of F if and only
if there exists a reduction from the string unGui1#
nunGui2#
n : : : unGuin#
n to a string of the
form ui with i∈F , and this holds if and only if t1unGui1#nunGui2#n : : : unGuin#nt2 reduces
to Y . Thus, the evaluation problem for (G; F) reduces to the membership problem for
the language that is speci5ed by (R; t1; t2; Y ). Hence, the membership problem for this
particular language is complete for LOG(CFL), and so the 5xed membership problem
for sp-McNL is complete for LOG(CFL). Obviously, the above construction implies that
also the general membership problem for sp-McNL is complete for LOG(CFL).
In Table 3 the complexity results derived in this section are summarized. For the
McNaughton families con-mon-McNL and con-sp-McNL the given upper and lower
bounds for the membership problems do not match. Thus, some work remains to be
done in order to obtain a complete classi5cation.
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Table 3
Complexity results
Fixed membership General membership
mon-McNL LOG(CFL)-complete LOG(CFL)-complete
under 6logm under 6
log
m
con-mon-McNL ⊆LOG(DCFL) ⊆LOG(DCFL)
L-hard under 6NC
1
m L-hard under 6NC
1
m
sp-McNL LOG(CFL)-complete LOG(CFL)-complete
under 6NC
1
m under 6NC
1
m
con-sp-McNL ⊆LOG(DCFL) ⊆LOG(DCFL)
NC1-hard under 6AC
0
m L-hard under 6NC
1
m
6. Conclusion
By considering various classes of con6uent and non-con6uent string-rewriting sys-
tems we have obtained two kinds of McNaughton families of languages. As it turned
out this approach is as powerful as the notion of phrase-structure grammar or the
notion of Turing machine. In fact, many Turing machine time-complexity classes as
well as the upper classes of the Chomsky hierarchy have been characterized as certain
McNaughton families.
The inclusion relations between the various McNaughton families of languages con-
sidered could be settled with two famous exceptions: The P-NP-problem as well as the
LBA-problem occur as special cases.
Then we turned to those McNaughton families that are speci5ed by monadic or
special string-rewriting systems and that are all contained in the class of context-free
languages. Here several closure and non-closure results have been obtained, but in
particular for the family con-mon-McNL various questions remain open.
Here is a short list containing the open problems that we encountered:
(1) Is the family sp-McNL contained in CRL?
(2) Is the class UCFL contained in CRL? In particular, is the language {wwR |w∈
{a; b}∗} of all palindromes of even length a Church–Rosser language [24]? Further,
it is not known whether or not sp-McNL is contained in UCFL, however, we expect
that sp-McNL contains some context-free languages that are inherently ambiguous.
(3) Is REG contained in CRCL?
(4) Is the family con-mon-McNL closed under complementation, intersection with reg-
ular sets, or inverse morphisms?
(5) For the families mon-McNL and sp-McNL the 5xed and the general membership
problems have the same complexity. Is this also true for the corresponding con6uent
McNaughton families?
(6) For the families con-sp-McNL and con-mon-McNL, are the membership problems
even LOG(DCFL)-hard? Find a proof or more eOcient algorithms.
(7) What is the exact relationship of the family con-mon-McNL to the class NTS of
non-terminal separated languages [4]? As con-mon-McNL contains languages that
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Table 4
Church–Rosser languages and related classes
GCRL : generalized Church–Rosser languages
CRL : Church–Rosser languages
CRCL : Church–Rosser congruential languages
Table 5
Classical language classes
RE : recursively enumerable languages
CSL : context-sensitive languages
DCSL : deterministic context-sensitive languages
GCSL : growing context-sensitive languages
CFL : context-free languages
UCFL : unambiguous context-free languages
DCFL : deterministic context-free languages
symDCFL : DCFL∩ DCFLR
NTS : non-terminal separated languages
LIN : linear languages
REG : regular languages
FIN : 5nite languages
Table 6
Complexity classes
NP : non-deterministic polynomial time
P : deterministic polynomial time
LOG(CFL) : languages log-space reducible to CFL
LOG(DCFL) : languages log-space reducible to DCFL
L : deterministic logarithmic space
NC1 : languages accepted by uniform Boolean circuits of logarithmic depth and polyno-
mial size with AND- and OR-gates of bounded fan-in
AC0 : languages accepted by uniform Boolean circuits of constant depth and polynomial
size with AND- and OR-gates of unbounded fan-in
are not congruential, it is not contained in NTS, but it is open whether or not NTS
is a subclass of the family con-mon-McNL.
We have seen that neither the family con-sp-McNL nor the family sp-McNL contains
all the regular sets. Thus, it is certainly of interest to investigate the properties of the
intersections REG∩ con-sp-McNL and REG∩ sp-McNL. What closure properties do they
have? How can the languages in these intersections be characterized?
Finally, as we have obtained a hierarchy of McNaughton families of languages,
questions of the following form occur naturally:
INSTANCE: A language L from a McNaughton family T1.
QUESTION: Does L belong to the McNaughton family T2?
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Table 7
The non-con6uent McNaughton families of languages
McNL : largest McNaughton family of languages
prim-rec-McNL : primitive-recursive McNaughton family
En-b-McNL : En-bounded McNaughton family
non-win-McNL : non-weight-increasing McNaughton family
wr-McNL : weight-reducing McNaughton family
non-in-McNL : non-increasing McNaughton family
lr-McNL : length-reducing McNaughton family
mon-McNL : monadic McNaughton family
sp-McNL : special McNaughton family
Table 8
The con6uent McNaughton families of languages
con-McNL : con6uent McNaughton family
con-prim-rec-McNL : con6uent primitive-recursive McNaughton family
con-En-b-McNL : con6uent En-bounded McNaughton family
con-non-win-McNL : con6uent non-weight-increasing McNaughton family
con-wr-McNL : con6uent weight-reducing McNaughton family
con-non-in-McNL : con6uent non-increasing McNaughton family
con-lr-McNL : con6uent length-reducing McNaughton family
con-mon-McNL : con6uent monadic McNaughton family
con-sp-McNL : con6uent special McNaughton family
For which McNaughton families T1 and T2 is this question decidable, and in the
aOrmative what is the resulting complexity?
The various McNaughton families of languages have been obtained as a generaliza-
tion of the Church–Rosser languages. The Church–Rosser congruential languages can
be seen as the pure variants of the Church–Rosser languages. Accordingly, this notion
can also be generalized similarly, thus de5ning a hierarchy of McNaughton families
of congruential languages.
Instead of only distinguishing between con6uent and non-con6uent string-rewriting
systems we could also consider various classes of weakly con>uent systems [23],
which would lead to a hierarchy consisting of weakly con>uent McNaughton families
of languages.
Appendix
Here tables are given that list all the language classes and families that have been
addressed in the paper together with their notational abbreviations (Tables 4–8). Also
the various complexity classes used in Section 5 are given in a separate table.
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Note added in Proof
It has recently been shown by T. JurdziBnski and K. LoryBs that the language of
palindromes of even length is not Church-Rosser. This result will be presented at
ICALP 2002.
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